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1. Introduction 

Humanity has exceeded the planetary boundary for biosphere integrity; the sixth mass species 

extinction is currently underway. The term “Anthropocene”  has emerged to describe the new 

geologic age we are currently living in. Its use communicates the radical changes that have occurred 

in the historical relationship between humans and nature. All that we know about environmental 

history suggests that people have been interacting with, manipulating, and altering the natural world 

on various scales since the beginning of time (Cronon, 1996). Changing and destroying nonhuman 

nature are not new activities for the human species, but are occurring today at an unprecedented 

scale and rate with significant consequences for the entire planet (Amel et al., 2017, p.275). The 

Anthropocene suggests that Earth has left its previous geological epoch, the Holocene, because 

human activities have shifted the planet’s stable climate to become a hotter, stormier, less 

biologically diverse, and less forested place (Steffen et al., 2007, p.614). The Anthropocene is, in 

important ways, a slogan for the age of climate change because to define the Anthropocene is to 

emphasize that changes in a critical balance have transpired (Purdy, 2015, p.2). The evolution of the 

first living organisms went hand in hand with the transformation of the planetary surface from an 

inorganic environment to the self-regulating biosphere and, since the creation of the first nucleated 

cells over 2 billion years ago, life on Earth has proceeded through ever more intricate arrangements 

of cooperation and coevolution (Capra & Luisi, 2014, p.341).  

However, humanity now poses an unprecedented threat to the vast majority of life on Earth as 

species extinction rates are hundreds or thousands of times faster than the background rates 

prevailing in the last tens of millions of years, with reports on biodiversity and ecosystem services 

estimating that a quarter of all species face extinction, many within decades (Ceballos et al., 2017, 

p.1). Humans have increased the rate of species extinction by 100  to 1000 times the background 

rates typical over Earth’s history, resulting in a current global average extinction rate of ≥100 

E/MSY, exceeding the rate of speciation (Rockström et al. , 2009). Species loss is the primary cause 

of changes in global biodiversity (ibid.). According to the National Wildlif e Federation’s 2018 

report, Reversing America’s Wildlife Crisis , one third of all species in America are vulnerable while 

one in five species are at high risk of extinction and, according to the North American Bird 

Conservation Initiative’s 2019 State of the Birds Report, an estimated 3 billion birds have been lost 

since 1970 (Association of Fish and Wildlife  Agencies, 2021, p.8). Drivers of biodiversity loss such 

as habitat destruction, overexploitation, invasive species, and pollution are only compounded by 

climate change. Although contemporary state-led approaches and models of environmental stewardship 

and management have most likely abated some of the degradation that might have occurred in their 

absence, the continued acceleration of biodiversity loss worldwide hints at the limitations of current 

conservation efforts to halt ecological degradation caused by broader economic activities (Artelle et al., 

2022). The severity of this critical environmental problem demands an examination and restructuring 

of conventional conservation models that seek to safeguard biodiversity within the United States . 

Therefore, this research paper presents a critical discourse analysis (CDA) on the State Wildlife 

Action Plans (SWAP) policy framework. The SWAPs serve as the nation’s primary comprehensive 

wildlife conservation strategies that guide states in the preservation of fish and wildlife.  

Mainstream conservation discourse in the United States, represented by the North American Model 

of Wildlife Conservation (NAMWC), is widely accepted as the definitive conservation management 

guide. However, contemporary conservation initiatives can no longer focus solely on na ture if they 

are to solve the myriad of interconnected problems humanity faces: land degradation, the 

overexploitation of ecosystems, climate change, and vast inequality. An interrogation of long-

standing conservation discourse is needed to reformulate a new conservation rhetoric that confronts 

the socio-ecological complexities of the world and reorients the relationship between humans and 

nature. Language possesses the capacity to make politics, to shift power balances, to render events 
harmless, to create political conflict. Environmental policymaking is dominated by particular 

discourses that provide a bias both in conceptualizing the policy problem as well as the solutions 
that can be conceived for those problems (Hajer & Versteeg, 2005). Therefore, this research seeks to 

critically analyze modern iterations of prevalent conservation discourse in America to discern the 
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dominant ideologies that may be hindering effective conservation efforts. Furthermore, the research 

presents an exploration of novel visions for conservation to aid in the articulation of a new 

conservation discourse that embraces social-ecological complexities. The concept of transformative 

conservation emerges to address some of the shortcomings of mainstream conservation strategies, 

advocating a holistic approach based in resilience principles and social-ecological systems theory. 

Transformative conservation involves conserving biodiversity while justly transitioning to net 

negative emissions economies and securing the sustainable and regenerative use of natural resources 

(Fougères et al., 2020). Transformative conservation offers an innovative alternative with the 

potential to revolutionize wildlife conservation within the United States. For this research, CDA will 

be conducted on the role of language in an iteration of mainstream conservation discourse in 

America, the SWAP, which serves as the blueprints for state-based wildlife conservation through a 

theoretical framework combining social constructivism and a theory of power with Foucaultian 

influence. Using ecologically sensitive CDA, this research project aims to analyze the dominant 

ideologies perpetuated within modern mainstream American wildlife conservation discourse and 

investigate opportunities for transformative conservation al ternatives. Analyzing and deconstructing 

the discourses that are accepted as truth is a powerful step in dismantling hierarchical ways of 

thinking to discover opportunities for societal and personal transformation.  

1.1. Rational for Project 

The concept of planetary boundaries provides a framework to help understand the environmental limits within 

which humanity can safely operate. Transgressing these boundaries increases the risk of large-scale and 

permanent changes to the environment, with detrimental effects for all life on Earth. Findings state that society’s 

activities have pushed climate change, biodiversity loss, shifts in nutrient cycles, and land use beyond 

established boundaries into unprecedented territory (Steffen et al., 2015). In the original 2009 report on planetary 

boundaries, the current and projected rates of biodiversity loss constitute the sixth major extinction event in the 

history of life on Earth, the first to be driven specifically by the impacts of human activities on the planet 

(Rockström et al., 2009). According to the World Wildlife Fund’s Living Planet Report 2020, there has been an 

average 68% decrease in populations of mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles, and fish between 1970 and 2016 

(WWF, 2020). Within the United States, over 1,600 species are currently on the federal Endangered Species Act 

List and over 12,000 species of greatest conservation need have been identified in state wildlife reports 

(Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2021, p.8). Since the latter part of the 18th century, humans have 

been altering the Earth at an unparalleled rate and scale by radically changing landscapes, intensifying the use of 

natural resource, and rapidly generating waste (Hoekstra & Wiedmann, 2014). These activities have negatively 

impacted the world’s biodiversity – the biological variety and variability of life on Earth. Accelerated 

biodiversity loss is particularly serious because biodiversity is crucial in maintaining ecosystem functioning and 

services and for preventing ecosystems from tipping into undesired states as diversity within ecosystems 

maintains resilience to disturbances (Rockström et al., 2009). The current large-scale loss of global biodiversity 

is one of the most critical environmental problems because the loss of a species is permanent, each of them 

playing a role in the Earth’s living systems (Ceballos et al., 2017). Humanity’s unsustainable environmental 

footprint has led to the degradation and destruction of the ecosystems that humans depend upon. 

Ecosystems encompass biological communities of interacting living organisms and geophysical 

components. As multilevel structures of systems nesting within other system, ecosystems are communities 

of plants, animals, and microorganisms that have sustained life for billions of years (Capra & Luisi, 2014, 

p.342). These communities are central to human survival as they provide several life-sustaining services 

and goods such as clean air and water, nutrient cycling, food, raw materials, and a regulated climate. 

Biodiversity is an essential component of sustainable development and the preservation of human 

wellbeing because it underscores the provision of fuel, food, fiber, and water, mitigates and provides 

resilience to climate change, and supports human health and prosperity; the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development cannot be achieved with effective measures to conserve biodiversity (Secretariat of the 

Convention on Biological Diversity, 2018). 

Although the Earth system can tolerate a higher-than-background level of extinctions for a time, 
biodiversity loss may possibly trigger irreversible changes to the Earth system (Steffen et al., 2015). When 

a species disappears, a wide range of characteristics is lost forever, from genes and interactions to 
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phenotypes and behaviors; every time a species or population vanishes, Earth’s capability to maintain 

ecosystem services erodes (Ceballos et al., 2017). Because species play different roles in ecosystems, 

species loss affects both the functioning of ecosystems and their potential to respond to changes in 

physical and biotic conditions (Rockström et al., 2009). In addition to highlighting the importance of 

biodiversity in its contributions to human survival and sustainability, biodiversity conservation is also an 

issue of ethics because all life on Earth possesses an intrinsic value beyond any instrumental value to 

humans. As expressed by the Norfolk Biodiversity Partnership, biodiversity has intrinsic value and all 

species have the right to exist (Newman et al., 2017, p.274). Recognizing the intrinsic value of all living 

beings finds its roots in the philosophy of deep ecology which honors the inherent worth of humans, 

animals, plants, and the natural world beyond any direct, short-term use (Stibbe, 2021, p.13). Shallow 

ecology is anthropocentric, or human-centered, viewing humans as above or outside of nature and as the 

source of all value, attributing only instrumental or “use” value to nature (Capra & Luisi, 2014, p.12). In 

contrast, deep ecology does not divide humans from the natural environment. Deep ecology views the 

world not as a collection of isolated objects, but as a network of phenomena that are fundamentally 

interconnected, with humans as just one strand in the web of life (ibid.). Along the same philosophical 

lines, posthumanist theory offers a new epistemology that is not anthropocentric and therefore not 

centered in Cartesian dualism, the belief that the mind and body are distinct and separable, and seeks to 

erode the traditional boundaries between the human, the animal, and the technological (Bolter, 2016, p.1). 

Though it may be difficult to establish that every living thing can significantly have rights, persons can 

relate morally, through obligations, prohibitions and so forth, to practically anything at all (Routley, 1973, 

p.209). These perspectives, which attempt to decenter the human and honor the value of all life on Earth, 

are crucial in establishing the philosophical frame of this paper. Therefore, although it is critical to 

recognize the role biodiversity plays in humanity’s wellbeing, biodiversity must be preserved because all 

life on Earth has an inherent right to live and thrive, and possesses intrinsic value separate from any 

potential usefulness to human society. It is possible to acknowledge both instrumental and intrinsic value 

simultaneously (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.372). 

The emergence of the Anthropocene concept has led to heated debates in the global conservation 

community already frustrated by the failure to halt spiraling biodiversity loss (Büscher & Fletcher, 2019). 

In the wake of this ongoing crisis, it is apparent that conventional wildlife conservation efforts have failed 

in preserving species on a significant, wide-reaching scale. An examination of conventional conservation 

strategies through CDA is necessary to disentangle hierarchical ways of thinking about animals and nature 

that may hinder more effective conservation efforts and identify areas of improvement that may contribute 

to more impactful, long-lasting wildlife conservation within the United States. Although technological 

and policy solutions for transitioning to a more sustainable society exist, effective action is still 

lacking and dominant policy approaches have failed to generate action at anywhere near the scale 

needed to avoid potentially catastrophic futures, suggesting that the causes of environmental 

problems must also be addressed in addition to institutional, economic, or political barriers – the 

mindset (or paradigm) out of which these issues have arisen (Wamsler et al., 2020).  This also 

implies the need for a mindset shift that can support new ways of communication and collaboration 

based on more relational modes of knowing, being, and acting (ibid.). Paradigms embody a 

constellation of concepts, values, perceptions, and practices shared by a community, which form a 

particular vision of reality that is the basis of the way the community organizes itself (Capra & Luisi, 

2014, p.4).  

Disruptions of Earth’s ecosystems have been described, at their root, as a human behavior problem, with 

psychological tools being employed to better understand the external and internal drivers of human 

behavior that lead to unsustainable living (Amel et al., 2016, p.275). It is important to acknowledge that 

mindsets are not the only relevant factor when considering the lack of effective action taken in addressing 

environmental problems. There are also political and economic structures in place that perpetuate 

ecological destruction. However, these structures arise from a particular societal mindset. Taking the 

definition of a paradigm as the basis of how a community organizes itself, the paradigm concept is 
influential in establishing how people understand, conceptualize, and interact with the environment. An 

environmentally conscious, ecologically literate mindset can help create the conditions that motivate 

ecologically responsible collective action. CDA can aid in this endeavor by unraveling the underlying 
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politics, paradigms, and power relations that dwell within discourses. Rather than provide a definitive 

interpretation of the issue of focus, CDA attempts to illuminate hidden motives and shortcomings in order 

to bring about positive change. A discourse approach investigates how particular groups in society select 

specific lexical items and grammatical structures from the language system and combine them in distinct 

ways to tell certain stories about the world (Stibbe, 2018). Discourse analysis is a fruitful method of 

inquiry because it can help to expose how society is shaped by and through discursive interaction (Hajer 

& Versteeg, 2005).  

CDA serves as the main research method as it combines analysis of texts with theory to understand the 

processes that use language to reproduce power relations and privilege certain ways of thinking. Rooted in 

the idea that language use is purposeful, CDA allows an examination of how ideology, power relations, 

and inequality manifest and are replicated in texts. As a problem-oriented research method, one of the 

central objectives of CDA is the formation of a more equitable world (Mulderrig et al., 2019, p.1). This 

aligns with transformative conservation’s goal of creating just, sustainable societies. The way in which 

humans discuss wildlife and the environmental issue of conservation is built upon social constructions and 

tied to generally accepted “truths” of the world. An interrogation of these “truths” through CDA will help 

dismantle the dominant ideologies that are created and perpetuated through conservation plans in America 

in order to positively change the American wildlife conservation model. Through analysis, the NAMWC 

can be revolutionized with insight from transformative conservation. The state wildlife conservation plans 

are the chosen subject of focus because they have guided state and territorial fish and wildlife agencies’ 

efforts to identify the species and habitats of greatest conservation need, key threats, and conservation 

actions needed to prevent and spur recovery of endangered and threatened species since 2005. When 

Congress created the State and Tribal Wildlife Grants Program, it mandated that state fish and wildlife 

agencies develop a comprehensive wildlife conservation plan, now known as a State Wildlife Action Plan, 

consistent with criteria described in the Wildlife Conservation and Restoration Program to act as the 

blueprints for wildlife conservation in America (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2021, p.7). 

The existing SWAPs presently provide the building blocks for a national network of collaborative 

conservation to keep viable populations of not only traditional game species, but all wildlife species, by 

maintaining or increasing numbers and distributions to ensure long-term survival (Meretsky et al., 2012). 

1.1.1. Research Aim  

By employing ecologically sensitive CDA, this research project aims to analyze the dominant ideologies 

perpetuated within American wildlife conservation discourse and investigate opportunities for 

transformative conservation alternatives to improve the effectiveness of biodiversity conservation within the 

U.S. Ecologically sensitive CDA repositions environmental issues not as technical problems to be solved by 

science, but as a result of the fundamental ideologies societies are built upon (Stibbe, 2018). CDA is a 

qualitative analytical approach for critically describing the ways in which discourses construct and maintain 

hierarchical ways of thinking about the world. CDA will be performed on the State Wildlife Action Plans 

Report: Working Together to Prevent Wildlife from Becoming Endangered and Best Practices for State 
Wildlife Action Plans: Voluntary Guidance to States for Revision and Implementation by the Association of 

Fish and Wildlife Agencies. The State and Tribal Wildlife Grants program led to the development of the 

SWAPs and is the principal source of funding for their implementation. SWAPs outline strategic 

conservation approaches for wildlife and wildlife habitats in each of the fifty states and U.S. territories, 

representing the NAMWC in practical application. No CDA inquiry has been done on this important set of 

guidelines that govern state and territorial wildlife conservation in America. CDA strives for positive social 

change; by critiquing discourse, novel ideas of how reality can be changed emerge. The overarching goals of 

the research are to disentangle the hegemonic ideologies and power relations upheld within American 

conservation discourse to forge new, alternative ways of thinking inspired by transformative conservation to 

combat biodiversity loss. These aims led to the formation of the research questions: 

1. What are the dominant ideologies that are constructed and perpetuated through the language used within 

the State Wildlife Action Plans Report and Best Practices for State Wildlife Action Plans? 

2. How can the American wildlife conservation model be revolutionized with insight from transformative 
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conservation? 

1.2. Limitations of Study 

Due to the time constraints of this project, only a select few documents within the State and Tribal 

Wildlife Grants Program are chosen for analysis. Therefore, the study is limited in its scope and 

depth because of the research project’s timeframe. Within the breadth of documentation for the State 

Wildlife Action Plan initiative under the State and Tribal Wildlife Grants Program, two documents 

are chosen for examination as they provide the most abundant information for analysis. The first 

iteration of the SWAP policy plan, represented by the document,  State Wildlife Action Plans Report, 

is approximately 250 pages and presents a general summary of the initiative, its stipulations and 

requirements, and an overview of each state and territory’s plan. This document provided the 

foundation for the entire program. As there are more than fifty wildlife action plans, one for each 

state and territory, the synopsis for each state featured within this document supplies sufficient 

information to understand the generalities of each plan. The plan summaries are highly descriptive, 
providing an overview of a particular state or territory’s entire plan that includes descriptions of the 

terrain, wildlife of focus, planning approach, and recommended actions. The plan overview begins 

with a snapshot of the state or territory, outlining its landscape, management agencies, and wildlife 

highlights. This wildlife highlights section spotlights key areas of specific conservation interest in 

the plan, containing information on highlighted habitats, wildlife, issues, and corresponding 

examples. Each summary also identifies the wildlife of focus, including total number of species, 

species of specific conservation concern, and threatened/endangered listed species.  An overview of 

the state or territory’s planning approach is followed by a list of the primary challenges to 

conserving wildlife in that particular location. A rundown of the collaborative efforts undertaken to 

create the plan is also detailed. Required to be updated every ten years, the SWAP framework was 

intended to be flexible and dynamic to accommodate new conservation information as it emerges. 

Therefore, the second document of focus, Best Practices for State Wildlife Action Plans, is 
approximately 60 pages and encompasses the evolving best practices recommended to improve the 

SWAP policy program by the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies and related working 

groups. The chosen documents are intended to represent a range of prototypical texts produced and 

used by wildlife managers and conservation practitioners within the dominant conservation agencies 

throughout the U.S. The chosen texts can never be fully representative of all texts produced by a 

particular group of people, but can expose discourses that are prominently used by a subset of key 

members of the group (Stibbe, 2021, p.30).  

1.3. Positionality  

I am a female American citizen from a middle-class background. I am college educated and earned my 

bachelor’s degree in English with a minor in Environmental Sustainability. As an English major, I 

worked frequently with language and literary criticism. I was an intern with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service (USFWS) in the summer of 2017 where I was accepted into the National Wildlife Refuge 

Summer Internship Program through the National Wildlife Refuge Association and placed at the 
Patuxent Research Refuge located in Laurel, Maryland. This was an extremely valuable and 

formative experience for me that influenced my interest in wildlife conservation and allowed me to 

gain a firsthand glimpse into the inner workings of a federal conservation agency. During my time as 

an intern, I had the opportunity to participate in the full range of duties involved in managing a 

refuge. My time was divided between helping with environmental education, interpretation, and 

outreach at the Visitor Center, while also engaging in wildlife biology, refuge maintenance, and 

conservation management alongside the Patuxent’s research team. The internship allowed me to 

participate in programs to help the public understand the importance of protecting the natural world, 

while also working directly in conservation and management. The Patuxent is an especially unique 

and innovative refuge within the National Wildlife Refuge system, as it contains the National 
Wildlife Visitor Center, which is the nation's largest center for environmental science and education 

operated by the United States Department of the Interior. This refuge prioritizes public outreach, 

education, and engagement in addition to its conservation work. Located between the urban sprawl 
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of Washington, DC and Baltimore, the Patuxent has a special focus on reconnecting people with 

nature and illuminating the nature that is everywhere, all around us.  

In addition, although this paper takes a critical eye towards the SWAP in itiative, it acknowledges the 

groundbreaking nature of the program when first introduced in 2005. The inception of the SWAP 

program marked a historic milestone for state-based fish and wildlife conservation as it required states and 

territories to design a guide for their conservation efforts. For the first time, states were required to identify 

species of need, pinpoint specific threats, and create a comprehensive, strategic action plan to 

conserve species in collaboration with different stakeholders. Many prior conservation planning 

efforts have conducted assessments to recognize critical conservation needs and described 

immediate challenges but the SWAPs take the process one step farther by identifying the actions 

needed to address those problems (Oberbillig, 2006, p.18). The State and Tribal Wildlife Grants 

Program was also an important initiative as it finally supplied states with dedicated funding for 

conservation work. An additional strength of note is the policy’s promotion of cross -sector 

stakeholder collaboration and participation. Just as the SWAP framework transformed American 

conservation in the early 2000’s, I hope that applying tenets of transformative conservation and 

other novel conservation visions can further revolutionize the SWAP framework to meet today’s 

complex environmental, social, and economic challenges.  

2. Background   

2.1. The State and Tribal Wildlife Grants Program  

In 2001, President George Bush passed H.R. 2217, the Department of the Interior and Related 

Agencies Appropriations Act, thereby enacting the State and Tribal Wildlife Grants Program. This 

program provided wildlife conservation grants to U.S states and territories while also federally 

recognizing Native American tribes under the provisions of the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 and 

the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.1). The 

State and Tribal Wildlife Grants Program sought to aid states in the development and 

implementation of conservation initiatives that benefited wildlife and their habitats. With a 

newfound focus on nongame species, this program embraced a broadening of conservation priorities . 

In order to qualify for and receive funding under this program, each state and territory was required 

to formulate a comprehensive wildlife conservation strategy, or a State Wildlife Action Plan, by 

October 1, 2005. Given the challenges within biodiversity conservation, there was a need to develop 

strategic conservation plans that address species decline even with the inherent uncertainty in managing 

multiple species in complex environments and the State Wildlife Grant program was initiated to fulfill this 

need in 2002 (Fontaine, 2011, p.1403). The USFWS describes SWAPs as the blueprints for conserving 

America’s fish and wildlife resource and preventing endangered species (Association of Fish and 

Wildlife Agencies, 2019). Plans were required to follow the  criteria outlined by the Secretary of the 

Interior, which entailed a description of the state’s wildlife and associated habitats, with special 

priority given to species defined as Species of Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN) as defined by 

the state Wildlife Conservation and Restoration Program (Association of Fish and Wildlife  

Agencies, 2012).  

2.1.1. State Wildlife Action Plans (SWAPs) 

The SWAP initiative provides strategic guidance for the state, territorial, and federal wildlife and natural 

resource management agencies in America. The plans represent a set of 56 documents that describe 

strategic approaches for the conservation of wildlife and ecosystems in each of the 50 states, the District of 

Columbia, and 5 U.S. territories (Mawdsley & Humpert, 2016). The overarching goal of the policy 

program was to analyze the health of wildlife and prescribe actions to conserve wildlife and vital 

habitat before they become more rare and costly to protect (U.S. Geologic Survey, 2022). This new 

program was unique as it encouraged a specific focus on species that have not previously benefited 

from conservation attention due to lack of dedicated funding. Game species valued primarily by 

hunters, trappers, and anglers were no longer the key concern of conservation efforts. Each state’s 
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respective fish and wildlife agency crafted their individual state wildlife plan in collaboration with 

other state, federal, and tribal entities as well as scientists, conservationists, private landowners, and 

citizens. The Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (AFWA) published a document in 

September 2002 that outlined guiding principles for states to consider in the development of their 

plans, with the intent of fostering consistency while also recognizing the autonomy of states to 

identify their own conservation needs and strategies (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 

2012, p.2). Furthermore, the Teaming With Wildlife Committee formed a working group of 

representatives from state and federal agencies and nongovernmental organizations to develop 

additional guidance for states (ibid.). Within the U.S., the localized governments of each individual state 

possess the primary legal authority for managing a majority of the biological diversity located within the 

nation. The state and territorial fish and wildlife agencies coordinate the implementation of the SWAPs. 

 

Congress required states to address eight core elements in the wildlife action plans, defined as the 

“Eight Elements of Conservation Success.” Each of the 56 wildlife action plans contains a set of 

common elements: lists of species in need of conservation and habitats of conservation interest in a 

particular state or territory; descriptions of threats to those species and habitats; characterizations of current 

and planned conservation activities; and identification of strategies for monitoring species, habitats, and the 

effectiveness of conservation actions (Mawdsley & Humpert, 2016). First, states must include data on 

the distribution and abundance of wildlife within the state, inc luding low and declining populations 

in order to describe the diversity and health of the state’s wildlife. Most importantly, each plan must 

identify the SGCN for that state. Second, states must provide an overview of the locations and 

relative conditions of habitats essential to species in need of conservation. Third, states must include 

reports of problems that may adversely affect species or their habitats, and a list of priority research 

and survey efforts. Fourth, states must incorporate descriptions of conservation actions proposed to 

conserve the identified species and habitats. Fifth, states must summarize their plans for monitoring 

species and habitats as well as their plans for monitoring the effectiveness of these conservation 

actions and adaptive actions in response to new data as it emerges. Sixth, states must outline a set of 

procedures in order to review the plan at intervals not to exceed 10 years. Seventh, states must 

ensure adequate coordination with federal, state, and local agencies as well as Native American 

tribes in the development and implementation of the wildlife action plans. Eighth, states must 

promote wide reaching public participation in developing and implementing the wildlife action plan. 

Although each SWAP was required to address these eight common elements, states and territories 

were given the freedom to choose the type of methods, initiatives, and strategies for their respective 

plan and its implementation. This was done in consideration of each state’s varied amount of 

available capacity, resources, and funding capabilities.    

 

The development of the SWAPs in every state and territory exists as an important achievement in 

fish and wildlife conservation within America because, for the first time, plans were created that 

identified the species and habitats in greatest conservation need, key threats, and the conservation 

actions necessary to prevent endangered species listings (Association of Fish and Wildlife  Agencies, 
2012, p.9). Since 2005, the State and Wildlife Grants Program has improved states’ ability to conserve 

fish and wildlife and collaborate with partners (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2011, p.5). As 

the primary funding source available for state fish and wildlife agencies and their conservation partners to 

restore and manage the nation’s declining wildlife, the State and Tribal Wildlife Grants program supplies 

critical funding to every state and territory to implement proactive conservation actions to prevent fish and 

wildlife from becoming endangered (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2011, p.4). Despite the 

progress that has been made, the AFWA notes that many species of fish and wildlife continue to 

decline because funding is inadequate and, without continued funding for the program, the prognosis 

for many at-risk species is bleak and states should expect a growing need for federal intervention within 

wildlife management (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2011, p.5). About $61 million is given 

annually by Congress to states, territories, and the District of Columbia to implement the plans, but a 

survey by a natural resources economist estimated that $1.3 billion is needed annually to implement 

the plans (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2019).  The Blue Ribbon Panel on Sustaining 

America's Diverse Fish and Wildlife Resources and the Alliance for America's Fish and Wildlife are 
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leading campaigns to secure increased funding for these conservation efforts. Revisions to the State 

Wildlife Action Plans occurred in 2015 with all 50 States and five territories submitting their current 

plans for review and compilation into a national list (U.S. Geologic Survey, 2022). The State 

Wildlife Action Plans Report was published in 2005 to provide a comprehensive overview of the 

policy program and summaries of each original territory and state plan. The Best Practices for State 

Wildlife Action Plans was released in 2012 to promote several best practices for state fish and  

wildlife agencies to consider when revising and executing their plans in order to achieve more 

effective monitoring, implementation, and standardization across all plans.  

2.2. The North American Model of Wildlife Conservation 
(NAMWC) 

Conservation within the U.S. has a long and storied history. The American conservation movement 

has always been rife with conflicting ideals, beliefs, and values which persist to this day. This 

section will provide a limited overview of the most influential pieces of history within the American 

wildlife conservation movement that pertain to the concerns of this research. Americans have an 

apparently contradictory history with our wilderness: we love wilderness, we idealize it, we 

romanticize it, we hike in it, we long to experience it (Lewis, 2007, p.3). Although America is a 

nation that has most fully embraced industrial capitalism and consumer culture and whose wealth 

has been predicated on its ability to harvest a rich bounty of natural resources, it simultaneously 

developed rationales and models for setting aside landscapes as permanent wi ld lands (ibid.). The 

NAMWC is a collection of principles comprising the distinctive style of conservation that exists 

throughout America and Canada. At its core, the model is driven by the idea of equal and ethical 

public access to natural resources held in trust for citizens by the state. In America, wildlife is 

viewed as a public trust held by the government for the benefit of the common good. The concept of 

wildlife as a public resource stems from the country’s unique history, beginning with the English 

and French settlers that explored North America who came from cultures where wildlife was 

generally considered the private property of the elite class (Geist, 2006).   

The concepts of wilderness, wildlife, and wild lands are among the most influential and contentious 

ideas within the American environmental imagination. For many Americans, it was America’s wild 

lands, tall forests, and spectacular mountains that distinguished the nation from Europe in the 19th 

century, exemplified by a powerful quote from Henry David Thoreau, “Why should not we, who 

have renounced the king’s authority, have our national preserves, where no villages need be 

destroyed, in which the bear and panther and some even of the hunter race, may still exist, and not 

be ‘civilized off the face of the earth?’” (Turner, 2012, p.4). The exploration and development of 

America and Canada by early settlers was built upon the unrestrained exploitation of North 

America’s natural resources. Modern wildlife conservation in North America still reflects this 

historic citizen access to the land. The development of democracy in America further cemented the 

values of equality and freedom that underline mainstream conservation rhetoric, with some like 

historian Frederick Jackson Turner arguing that wilderness was essential to the creation and renewal 

of America’s democratic institutions. Wildlife conservation within the U.S. is governed by the 

public trust doctrine (PTD) and provides the common law basis for governments to hold wildlife in 

trust for the benefit of current and future citizens as an endowment of natural wealth in perpetuity 

(Hare & Blossey, 2014). The PTD is a central component of American environmental law and 

underpins wildlife law in most states (Hare et al., 2017). State wildlife agencies are given the 

responsibility to ensure that “wildlife remain healthy” and to provide people with “plentiful places 

to enjoy wildlife” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.6). The NAMWC was built on the primary assumption that all 

citizens may participate in both the harvest of wildlife and its management, with all citizens 

possessing equal access to firearms. The heart of North America’s approach to conservation lies in 

the idea that natural resources belong to the citizenry. Tenets of the NAMWC emphasize the 

importance of democratic engagement within conservation.  

The formal wildlife conservation movement in the U.S. was spurred primarily by American hunters after 
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realizing the overexploitation of animals and degradation of their habitats was leading to species extinction 

and environmental destruction. Most American colonists and early settlers did not have a holistic 

worldview that included a relationship with other living species except one of domination (Thomas, 

2018, p.51). The original approach to conservation in North America is ironic; it was sparked by the 

overexploitation of wildlife then crafted by hunters and anglers striving to save the resources their 

predecessors had almost destroyed (Organ & Mahoney, 2010). The Sierra Club, Boone and Crockett 

Club, and efforts by President Theodore Roosevelt spearheaded conservation in the U.S. during the 19th 

century. Land preservation in the U.S. officially began with the establishment of Yosemite in 1865 by 

Congress and President Abraham Lincoln after land was ceded to California on the condition that the 

state “preserve it for the people” (Ross-Bryant, 2012, p.21). In 1872, President Ulysses S. Grant set 

aside Yellowstone as the country’s first national park. Following the violence and conflict of the 

American Civil War, the preservation of these lands hoped to provide a new unifying symbol for all 

Americans. As the first of its kind in the world, the concept of the national park represented a purely 

American idea. In addition, the land of America, especially as enshrined in national parks, emerged 

as a key element of America’s burgeoning identity as it became more than an offshoot of England 

and developed a distinctive culture of its own (ibid.).  

George Perkins Marsh, a pioneering American conservationist, proposed some of the first arguments 

for preserving wild lands and depicted the destructive power humankind had become during the 

Civil War (Purdy, 2015, p.138). Before the era of Reconstruction that began to repair America’s 

fractured national identity and a damaged countryside, Marsh advanced the concept of landscape 

ecology and warned of its increasing fragility , writing that man “has too long forgotten that the earth 

was given to him for usufruct alone, not for consumption, still less for profligate waste ,” arguing 

that greed and shortsightedness were the mortal enemies of a healthy land and that drastic changes in 

landscapes would adversely affect biological communities (Organ & McCabe, 2018, p.4). 

Coinciding with the beginning of industrialism in the U.S. , which significantly altered the 

relationship between people and nature, the work of naturalist and writer Henry David Thoreau 

profoundly influenced wildlife conservation in the country with his reflections on a harmonious 

appreciation of and coexistence with nature (Thomas, 2018, p.51). Strands of romantic 

environmentalism, which wove together God and nature, are embodied in the writings of Thoreau as 

well as Ralph Waldo Emerson with their poetic emphasis on epiphany, the sacred, and the sublime. 

By the mid-19th century, the European aesthetic experience of the sublime that connected nature and 

culture had transformed into a religious experience of God in nature for Americans; to see and 

experience God in nature was to honor the nation and to become a good citizen (Ross -Bryant, 2012, 

p.22). 

As the American frontier was pushed back and the tide of settlement “tamed” much of the country’s 

wilderness, more Americans wished to avoid seeing wilderness vanish from our landscape and 

culture (Scott, 2004, p.1). John Muir, cofounder of the Sierra Club, emerged as a literary and 

spiritual descendant of Emerson and Thoreau. A poet , naturalist, and environmentalist, Muir’s work 

appealed to the public’s spiritual and aesthetic sensibilities regarding the natural world. Muir used 

writing to convey the value of nature’s most spectacular places , painting nature as a source of self-

knowledge and spontaneity, which later became the central public justification for a new public 

lands policy (Purdy, 2015, pp.140-141). Overlapping the Industrial Revolution was the Progressive 

Era, a frontier of social and political reform, and a time when Americans shared a generally 

favorable view of conservation due to a growing acceptance of the philosophy that the central 

government should be willing to use its strength for the public interest (Organ & McCabe, 2018, 

p.7). Conservation reform had a well-positioned, influential architect in George Bird Grinnell and 

gained its leading champion in Theodore Roosevelt following the assassination of President William 

McKinley in 1901. Alongside Gifford Pinchot, hired in 1898 as chief of the flagging Division of 

Forestry in the Department of Agriculture, these figures awakened public conscience to the 

deteriorating environmental situation in the country and rallied support for state and federal 
infrastructures to address the nation’s worsening environmental problems (Organ & McCabe, 2018, 

p.8). Around 1910, an ideological rift developed in the fledgling conservation movement, with one 

side emphasizing conservation and the other preservation. The conservationists, including 
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Roosevelt, Pinchot, and explorer and geologist John Wesley Powell, adopted the view that public 

land resources can be used and managed wisely so that they remain available for future generations, 

while the preservationists led by Muir promoted the idea that large tracts of public land should be set 

aside as wilderness and thereby protected from any kind of development (Gray, 1993, p.39). It is 

significant that the modern conservation movement still retains the conservation nomenclature, a 

hint as to which ideas during this time have continued to dominate within  popular American society.  

An avid big game hunter, Roosevelt served as the first president of one of the primary national 

conservation organizations, the Boone and Crockett Club, which included among its members 

Pinchot and other prominent political and industrial men all dedicated to the pr otection of 

sportsmanship and big game, motivated to conserve the nation’s natural resources that were critical 

to game species (Warren, 2016, p.31). Use of the word “conservation” in the context of natural 

resources came about in 1907, when either Pinchot or Overton Price, one of Pinchot’s assistants, 

coined the term’s newfound meaning as applied to natural resources, defined as “wise use, without 

waste” of timber, fish, wildlife, grasslands, and other “self-replenishing natural products” (Organ & 

McCabe, 2018, p.9). While Pinchot did have naturalist sensibilities, basing some of his philosophy 

on the works of Marsh, Pinchot instead promoted an economic growth-based model for the 

management of America’s forests, rivers, and farms  which centered on the term “sustainable yield” 

with the goal of ensuring the largest harvests possible without degrading long-term productivity (Thomas, 

2018, p.89). In contrast, Muir opposed such national efficiency-management schemes and offered an 

early public critique of the U.S. government’s policy of permanently destroying ecosystems to 

increase the wealth of the nation as became standard practice in large federal tracts of land in the 

west (Thomas, 2018, p.140). Muir advocated an explicitly biocentric view toward the rights of 

nature and resisted Pinchot’s concept of the maximum sustainable yield, arguing that it was 

insufficient to protect the ecological integrity of wildlife. Although Muir pleaded with President 

Roosevelt on several occasions to support his view over Pinchot’s utilitarian notions, Roosevelt 

chose to side with Pinchot, and the maximum sustainable yield approach predominated with 

devastating ecological consequences (Thomas, 2018, p.88). This utilitarian approach resulted in the 

wide scale degradation and exploitation of America’s lands and waterways. Debates over the relative 

merits of the conservationist perspective versus the preservationist perspective, as well as what truly 

constitutes wise use rather than abuse and exploitation, continues to this day (Gray, 1993, p.39).  

Pinchot’s anthropocentric, or human-centered and instrumental perspective, clashed with Muir’s 

belief that the preservation of natural resources should be defined in non-anthropocentric, or nature-

centered, terms and valued intrinsically for its own sake (Thomas, 2018, p.88). Despite 

anthropocentric and non-anthropocentric differences being primarily ideological terms in 

environmental discourse, they have resulted in disparate, real-world outcomes (ibid.). It is 

significant that Aldo Leopold, often referred to as the “father of wildlife management,” 

encompassed both attitudes, and was a trailblazer for wilderness preservation in the country (Gray, 

1993, p.39). Leopold resisted a compromise between anthropocentric and non-anthropocentric 

worldviews and instead synthesized principles from both ideologies. This is most evident in his 1949 

landmark work, A Sand County Almanac: And Sketches Here and There, where he proposed a theory 

of restoration and preservation of the landscape that refuted the compromise between Muir’s 

preservationist and Pinchot’s conservationist views, forging an interdisciplinary sustainability ethic 

that favored restoring and preserving biodiversity beneficial to both humans and nature (Thomas, 

2018, p.112). A leader in the rise of America’s wilderness preservation movement, Leopold 

proposed the term “wilderness area” as a federally designated land classification and was among the 

first to issue a public plea for official protection of wilderness in national forests (Warren, 2016, 

pp.297-298). Modern state and wildlife agencies were spawned from the America of the Dust Bowl 

and Depression eras during the 1920s and 1930s, a difficult period in the nation’s history 

characterized by both economic and environmental devastation (Organ & McCabe, 2018, p.17).  

Like Thoreau and Muir, Leopold revered nature as a source of spirituality, knowledge, and 

connection, viewed humans as stewards of the environment, and encouraged a return to a more 

harmonious and balanced relationship with the land. In addition, Leopold helped inform America’s 
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first real sustainability ethic. He replaced the hierarchy of man over nature with an ethic of 

interconnectivity of which humans constituted but one of many pieces, replaced the idea of God’s 

providence with a value of humankind’s duty to stewardship, replaced scientific management based 

on “increasing the wealth of the nation” with practices based on socio -ecological health and 

integrity, and replaced abstract ideologies with clear and measurable ecological functions (Thomas, 

2018, p.113). While Roosevelt had framed forests primarily as a means to increase national wealth, 

Leopold’s work resisted all such trade-offs between economic and environmental values that 

continue to comprise much of modern day’s sustainability paradigm (Thomas, 2018, p.102). In the 

20th century, Leopold believed contemporary ecological science education was split between two 

different philosophies, one that stressed ecological integrity and one designed to  reap maximum 

efficiency of a resource without taking into consideration the long-term (Thomas, 2018, p.101). 

These conflicts still play out in today’s public discussions on conservation, sustainability, and 

natural resource management. Although there are a variety of important figures in American 

conservation history, this brief overview highlighted those that helped shape prevailing attitudes in 

American society regarding conservation and the eventual formalization of the NAMWC. Some 

perspectives have dominated, while some have been omitted, altered, or expanded upon.  

Since the NAMWC was first formally articulated by Valerius Geist, Shane Mahoney, and John 

Organ in 2001 based on the country’s past conservation efforts , many wildlife specialists and 

curriculum developers in North America have adopted the seven tenets of the model as both a 

representation of conservation history and important components of management strategies 

(Feldpausch-Parker et al., 2017). Protected areas, restricted commercial exploitation of wildlife, 

common laws and statutes dedicated to species and habitat conservation, state and federal wildlife 

and landscape management entities, and dedicated funding for wildlife conservation underp in the 

model (ibid.). The NAMWC is supported by seven core tenets also referred to as the “seven sisters” 

used to guide wildlife policy and management in the U.S. and Canada which include: wildlife as 

public trust resources; elimination of markets for wildlife; allocation of wildli fe by law; wildlife can 

only be killed for a legitimate purpose; wildlife are considered an international resource; science as 

the proper tool for discharge of wildlife policy; and the democracy of hunting (Geist, 2006). The 

core tenets of the model were created during a time when game species were severely threatened by 

overhunting. The model helped assist in the recovery of many threatened species such as deer, elk, 

waterfowl, and bear across the continent. In addition, the model is based on a number of root -

policies such as the public ownership of wildlife, the allocation of surplus wildlife by law, the 

prohibition of markets in dead wildlife, the killing of wildlife for cause only, the guidance of 

management via science, the management of wildlife between sovereign states by treaties,  all held 

together by a “brotherhood of blue-collar hunters and anglers” (Geist, 2006). In addition to its 

success in restoring some wildlife species, it also helped forge the new profession of the wildlife 

biologist. The success of the NAMWC is both celebrated and refuted amongst scholars, with many arguing 

that a more holistic approach is needed for more effective conservation (Hessami et al., 2021). The model 

has been criticized for a number of shortcomings. Criticism has ranged from doubts about the extent to 

which its tenets are actually followed, the degree to which the model accurately describes the history of 

North American wildlife conservation, the adequacy of its tenets for guiding governance of wildlife and 

ecosystems, and its centering of a western worldview and conceptualization of wildlife as the dominant 

driver of environmental management, dismissing the values, worldviews, and governance systems of 

Indigenous groups on the continent (Artelle et al., 2022). 

Proponents of the model note that its future depends on the adaptability of its principles to 

contemporary wildlife conservation needs. Proponents argue the model should be viewed as a 

dynamic set of principles that can grow and evolve, with the underlying tenets established long ago 

to address particular concerns of a different era serving as a foundation for more broad application 

and modification to address emerging societal needs (Organ et al., 2012, p.29). Within recent 

history, conservation has attempted to transition from a traditional emphasis on managing fish and 
game to one that meets the needs of a wider suite of fish, wildlife, and priority habitats, and that 

appeals to a broader human constituency (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.39). 

This transition is best represented in the movement of the early 1990’s where a coalition of wildlife 
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agencies and conservation organizations launched the Teaming with Wildlife initiative to expand the 

funding base for wildlife conservation to include species that are not “game,” “threatened,” or 

“endangered” to enable state wildlife agencies to take a more comprehensive approach to 

conservation (Oberbillig, 2006, p.7). This initiative continues to inform members of Congress and 

other political decision-makers regarding the importance of conservation and advocate for increased 

conservation funding. This initiative encompassed more than 3,500 agencies and organizations from 

bird watchers, conservationists, biologists, and nature-related businesses. In response to the Teaming 

with Wildlife initiative, U.S. Congress enacted two new programs in 2000, the Wildlife 

Conservation and Restoration Program and the State Wildlife Grants Program to be administered by 

the USFWS. Both programs supply funding to state wildlife agencies for on-the-ground conservation 

projects and wildlife conservation planning aimed at preventing wi ldlife from becoming endangered. 

USFWS distributes funds to a state based on its population and land area. The federal funds 

provided must be matched by funding from state or other non-federal sources. Although the Wildlife 

Conservation and Restoration Program was authorized as a permanent program, funding was only 

provided for the first year, while federal funding has continued to flow to the State Wildlife Grants 

Program. These programs have become the federal government’s primary vehicles designed to 

prevent wildlife from becoming endangered (Oberbillig, 2006, p.8).    

2.3. Transformative Conservation in Social-Ecological Systems 

Transformative conservation seeks to restructure the relationships between individuals, society, and 

nature and corresponding systems to improve the wellbeing of both nature and humans by 

restructuring systems to create profound, long-lasting change at large geographic, ecological, 

financial, and demographic scales. At its heart, transformative conservation aims to preserve 

biodiversity while justly transitioning to net negative emissions economies and securing the 

sustainable and regenerative use of natural resources (Fougères et al., 2020, p.1). This strategy 

serves as a response to the severe impacts of the climate crisis as humans continue to cross planetary 

and social boundaries, increasing the risk of synchronous failures and abrupt collapse in humanity’s 

systems, and puncturing the social-ecological “doughnut” that is the safe and just space for humanity 

(Fougères et al., 2020, p.2). Raworth’s conceptual framework for sustainable development combines 

the concept of planetary boundaries with the complementary concept of social boundaries to form 

the “doughnut.” The notion of a “safe and just operating space” attaches social considerations to planetary 

boundaries, represented in a doughnut-shaped “safe and just space for humanity,” subsequently 

highlighting the interconnectedness of social and environmental concerns (Hajer et al., 2015, p.1654). The 

underlying concept of social-ecological transformation is rooted in the fields of systems thinking 

and resilience, which emphasize the complex, non-linear, self-organizing, and adaptive qualities of 

the world. Achieving sustainable development means ensuring that all people have the resources 

they need to survive, such as food, water, health care, and energy, and to fulfill their human rights, 

while ensuring that humanity’s use of natural resources does not stress critical Earth -system 

processes to the point that Earth is pushed out of its stable Holocene state (Raworth, 2015, p.4).  

Systems consist of elements, interconnections, and a function or purpose. Systems are made up of an 

interconnected set of elements coherently organized in a way that achieves something  (Meadows, 

2008, p.11). The underlying concept of social-ecological or socio-ecological systems provides a way 

of understanding how humans and the rest of nature interact in ecosystems.  Human social systems 

are inextricably linked to the ecological systems in which they are embedded (Walker & Salt, 2006). 

In the science of complex systems, resilience refers to the ability of a social-ecological system to 

absorb change and disturbance without shifting to a new regime with a different set of processes and 

structures (ibid.). Resilience was originally introduced by Holling to help understand the persistence 

of systems and of their ability to absorb change and disturbances and still maintain their original 

state (Holling, 1973, p.14). Meadows recognizes the properties of resilience, self-organization, and 
hierarchy as the three main properties of complex systems (Meadows, 2008, p.87) . The social-

ecological systems framework is embedded in the belief that humans and nature are strongly coupled 
to the point that in ecosystem management they can be conceived as one system. The concept of 

ecological resilience as defined by Holling (1973) is therefore an attempt to create a new 
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understanding of how humans and nature interact, adapt, and impact each other amid change because 
in our globalized society, there are virtually no ecosystems that are not shaped by people and no 

people without the need for ecosystems and the services they provide (Stockholm Resilience Centre, 

2015). Social-ecological resilience involves people and nature as interdependent systems; resilience 

thinking in this context is the tendency of a social-ecological system to change to remain within a 

stability domain, continually changing and adapting yet staying within critical thresholds (Folke  et 

al., 2010). Resilience within social-ecological systems refers to the magnitude of shock that the 

system can absorb and remain within a given state, the degree to which the system is capable of self -

organization, and the degree to which the system can build capacity for learning and adaptation 

(Folke et al., 2002, p.438). Holling's resilience has been applied to many areas outside of 

ecosystems. His conceptualization also serves an explanatory purpose by accounting for interactions 

and events in addition to providing a way of analyzing actual systems for their resilience (Thorén, 

2014). Transformations involve novelty and innovation and draw on resilience from multiple scales, 

using crises as windows of opportunity to recombine sources of experience and knowledge to 

navigate social-ecological transitions from a regime in one stability landscape to another (Folke, 

2010). The authors of the transformative conservation concept map eight interlinked drivers of 

change for global systems: biological reproduction, material relations with nature, production and 

labor processes, social relations, cultural practices, institutional arr angements, technologies, and 

mental conceptions, and provides recommendations for the practice of transformative conservation 

of how societies could safeguard biodiversity and sustainable livelihoods while accelerating and 

steering a just transition to a fossil-free economy (Fougères et al., 2020, p.2).  

Transformational change at smaller scales enables resilience at larger scales, while the capacity to 

transform at smaller scales draws on resilience at other scales (Folke, 2010). Transformative 

conservation contends that today’s conservation initiatives can no longer focus solely on nature if 

they are to reverse land degradation, the overexploitation and collapse of ecosystems, climate 

change, and the disempowerment of Indigenous groups and other peoples, and instead must grapple 

with international commodity chains, vast inequality and vulnerability, political protest and violent 

resource control, people’s disconnections from nature, and public and mental health cri ses (Fougères 

et al., 2020, p.3). Transformative conservation reorients the relationships between nature, society, 

individuals, and risk in light of nature’s contributions to people, equity and justice, and sustainable 

development goals (Fougères et al., 2020, p.2). This perspective argues that conservation must 

synthesize social and personal transformation, which encompasses changes of social and ecological 

relations, technologies, and institutions that bind local places to global networks, with personal 

transformations of people’s values, identity, and behavior (Fougères et al., 2020, p.3). 

Transformative conservation represents a novel vision for revolutionizing the conservation 

movement within America. This research is primarily concerned with exploring one particular driver of 

change from this framework, mental conceptions, and understanding how recommendations within 

transformative conservation can be applied to build new stories that enhance mainstream conservation 

efforts in America. This driver of change is chosen as the main focus because the ability to reflect upon and 

alter mental conceptions, and even paradigms, provides the greatest leverage in a system, and foregrounds 

the importance of personal transformations (Fougères et al., 2020, p.5). This falls within Meadows’ 

conceptualization of leverage points, places to intervene within a system where a small change could lead 

to a large shift in behavior throughout the system (Meadows, 2008, p.145).  

Leverage points are places within a system where changes can be made that might lead to system 

transformation. Closely tied to the paradigm concept, mindsets are defined as the internal lens through 

which people see and navigate life. Transformative conservation characterizes mental conceptions as 

humanity’s views of nature and bioethics which give meaning to our relationships with our surrounding 

world (Fougères et al., 2020, p.5). Because climate and energy systems are constantly changing, and people 

shape these changes, people’s mindsets (i.e., their values, beliefs, worldviews and associated cognitive, 

emotional, and relational capacities) are potential deep leverage points for related transformations 
(Wamsler et al., 2020). Mechanistic, reductionist, or atomistic thinking that sees the world as a dissociated 

collection of parts in contrast to holistic, organismic, or ecological thinking that sees the world as an 

integrated whole will produce very different solutions to problems (Capra & Luisi, 2014, p.12). Because 
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paradigms serve as the sources of systems, changed paradigms have the power to transform systems. 

Mental conceptions manifest in livelihood strategies, planetary boundaries, cultural identities, 

consumerism, and institutions and technologies can influence how we plan, design, and implement 

conservation, whether based on a mechanistic worldview of reductionism or on systems thinking (Fougères 

et al., 2020, p.5). Ideas and practices around the natural world in the form of the environmental imagination 

have shaped American politics and culture. Far from being frivolous make-believe, imagination is intensely 

practical as what we become conscious of, how we see it, what we believe it means, and everything we 

leave out enable navigation of the world as well as political action (Purdy, 2015, p.7). Changing the 

paradigm of a system, or the mindset out of which the system and its goals, structure, rules, delays, and 

parameters arises is a vital leverage point as a paradigm represents the shared social agreements about the 

nature of reality that all parts of a system arise from (Meadows, 2008, p.163). Although humans are driven 

by external circumstances, all individuals have a hand in perpetuating or redirecting situational forces – our 

current ecologically destructive trajectory cannot be reversed without human intervention to radically 

transform the anthropogenic and anthropocentric systems that encourage ecologically harmful behaviors  

(Amel et al., 2017, p.275). 

3. Literature Review 

3.1. Critical Discourse Analysis 

CDA is an important tool to examine how society discusses, understands, and addresses 

environmental issues, and how humanity’s treatment of these issues is shaped by larger social or 

cultural structures. Mulderrig et al. introduces Critical Discourse S tudies (CDS) as an 

interdisciplinary practice that combines analysis of texts with theory to identify the processes that 

use language to reproduce social practices and privilege certa in ways of thinking (Mulderrig et al., 

2019, p.1). CDA views language as a form of social practice. It focuses on the ways social and 

political domination are reproduced in text and talk with the ultimate goal of addressing social 

wrongs in their discursive aspects and forming potential ways to mitigate them  (Fairclough 2010). 

Flowerdew and Richardson characterize CDA as an analysis of the relationship between texts, 

processes, and social conditions and structures (Flowerdew & Richardson, 2018, p.5). A central 

theme within CDA is the issue of power, rooted within the work of French philosopher, historian, 

literary critic, and social theorist Michel Foucault’s post-structuralist writings. Specifically, 

Foucault’s work analyzing the role of discourse and meanings in influencing social practices, 

regimes of power, and individual subjectivities (Mulderrig et al., 2019, p.4). Fairclough and Wodak 

established eight basic tenets of CDA: CDA addresses social problems; power relations are 

discursive; discourse constitutes society and culture; discourse performs ideological work; discourse 

is historical; the link between text and society is mediated; discourse analysis is interpretative and 

explanatory; discourse is a form of social action (Amoussou & Allagbe, 2018, p.13). CDA explores 

how ideology, power relations, and inequality manifest and are replicated in language use. 

Understanding both linguistics and social theory is key in CDS. Forchtner explains that social 

theories provide conceptual frameworks through which to examine language as part of the social  

sphere, highlighting the interaction between action, order, and change (Forchtner, 2018, p.259). 

CDA merges the critique of discourse with an explanation of how discourse figures in existing social 

reality as a basis for action to change reality (Fairclough, 2018, p.13). Discourses are underpinned 

by ideologies or sets of beliefs and values belonging to particular social groups (Flowerdew and 

Richardson, 2018, p.5). Fairclough characterizes ideologies as meanings in the service of power, or 

ways of representing aspects of the world that are operationalized to maintain unequal power 

relations (Fairclough, 2010, p.8). Bacchi highlights the importance of dissecting problematizations 

through a post-structural lens, a critical aspect of discourse analysis. Understanding 

problematizations is the practice of questioning accepted truths with the ultimate goal of dismantling 

objects seen as fixed entities and revealing how they have come to be (Bacchi, 2012, p.2).  

CDA is inherently emancipatory, striving for the creation of a more equitab le and fair world. CDA 

strives for solidarity with oppressed groups and positive social change (Stibbe, 2018, p.497). The 
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critique of discourse enables transformation. The discourse surrounding present day environmental 

issues, which range from topics such as climate change, biodiversity loss, and resource degradation, 

are extremely complex and highly contested.  CDA is useful in applying a critical lens to 

environmental discourse in order to understand the role power plays in the environmental domain. In 

particular, CDA serves as a productive analytical approach for understanding the ways in which 

anthropocentrism is enacted, especially in revealing the elemental ways in which the environment is 

framed (Ross, 2020, p.356). Dryzek’s analysis of the discourses  that have dominated environmental 

policy is rooted in the idea that the language used to construct and address environmental problems 

has a myriad of consequences (Dryzek, 2013, p.11). Different framings of the environment have real, 

tangible impacts on the world. It matters how humans discuss the environment and environmental problems 

because frames can be made real in institutions, industries, and cultural practices that are difficult to change 

once reified (Lakoff, 2010). Hajer and Versteeg analyze the ways in which discourse analysis 

contributes to the study of environmental politics, arguing that nature is a contested notion and 

discourses shape what can and cannot be thought, delimit the range of policy options, and serve as 

precursors to policy outcomes (Hajer & Versteeg, 2005). Discourse analysis can help expose how 

society is shaped by and through discursive action, where certain types of emblematic issues can 

come to guide institutional reform (Hajer & Versteeg, 2005, p.182). Uggla analyzes how 

conceptualizations of “the natural” and concerns for biodiversity and climate change are constructed in 

applicable regulatory frameworks, concluding that, although nature and the natural are often used as 

politically and socially-neutral concepts, the definition of “natural nature” as a place devoid of humans has 

social as well as environmental consequences (Uggla, 2010).  

3.2. Conservation Discourse Within the United States 

Geist first articulated the concept of a model for wildlife conservat ion in North America based on 

historical conservation efforts influenced primarily by the Sierra Club and Boone and Crockett Club in 

the 19th century, coining the term “North American Model of Wildlife Conservation,” which was later 

expanded upon by Mahoney (Mahoney, 2004). Organ and Mahoney provide a historical perspective 

at the origins of the NAMWC by chronicling the origins of the model as developed in partnership 

with the Boone and Crockett Club and illuminating the unique temporal and social circumstances the 

model was developed within (Organ & Mahoney, 2010). The NAMWC has become the basis for 

policies developed by the AFWA and Wildlife Society, laying the foundation for U.S. Executive 

Order 13443 that led to the White House Conference on North American Wildlife Policy, and 

fostered the Recreational Hunting and Wildlife Conservation Plan ( ibid.). However, the idea of 

permanently protecting wild places and wildlife have always sparked controversy, with opponents of 

wilderness protection arguing that it disregards the rights of individuals and the interests of rural 

communities, where nature preservation symbolizes an overextension of governmental authority 

(Turner, 2012, p.4). Furthermore, simply defining the term “wilderness” has proved difficult in 

American discourse and remains contested.  

Wilderness may be difficult to define in part because it is a noun that “acts like an adjective,” joining 

similar words, such as beauty or wisdom, in addition to the fact wilderness exists simultaneously as 

a real thing and a human construction (Lewis, 2007, p.5).  Turner writes that the concept of 

“wilderness” is the most powerful and troublesome idea in American environmental thought, 

representing everything from sublime beauty and patriotic inspiration to a countercultural ideal and 

an overextension of government authority, examining how the idea of wilderness has shaped the 

management of public lands since the passage of the Wilderness Act in 1964 (Turner, 2012). Cronon 

charts the evolution of the concept of “wilderness” through American history, its meaning primarily 

representing a pure, untouched sanctuary safe from civilization and modernity, arguing that 

wilderness is a human cultural invention combining romanticism ideals and the frontier myth  

(Cronon, 1996). In this interpretation, the concept of wilderness is posited as part of humanity’s 
problematic relationship with the nonhuman world. Callicott offers a three-point critique of the 

received concept of wilderness, asserting that the concept is ethnocentric and ignores the historic 
presence and impacts of Indigenous peoples, perpetuates the pre-Darwinian Western metaphysical 

dichotomy between man and nature, and that denies a fourth dimension of nature, time, although 
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change is natural within ecosystems (Callicott, 1991). Woods interrogates seven prominent anti-

wilderness arguments, drawing upon the work of Cronon and Callicott. These arguments include: the 

meaning of wilderness is problematic or fatally flawed (social constructivist and naturalis t 

arguments); there are no real wilderness areas (no-wilderness arguments); the values of wilderness 

have questionable origins and wilderness preservation is misguided in an unjust manner 

(environmental justice argument); and the practice of preserving and managing wilderness is flawed 

(ecological and management arguments) and immoral (imperial arguments) (Woods, 2017, p.19). 

Rethinking the concept of wilderness in more positive terms, Woods argues that wilderness is a 

meaningful concept, that wilderness values warrant protection, and wilderness preservation is an 

important practice that should be continued (Woods, 2017, p.12).   

Mace provides a comprehensive historical overview of the four main phases in the modern framing 

of conservation in the developed world which include: “Nature for Itself,” “Nature Despite People,” 

“Nature for People,” and “People and Nature.” Mace (2014) argues that these shifts in focus have 

occurred over a relatively short period, resulting in a pluralism of views and motives now 

underpinning conservation. Although current conservation practice can include all four framings, 

sometimes in mutually supportive implementations, the differences in underlying ideologies have 

increasingly caused tensions and conflicts (Mace, 2014). Ross-Bryant explores an important facet of 

American conservation history, the invention of the National Parks system, through the analysis of the 

importance of the discourse of nature in American culture, arguing that the attributes and symbolic power 

that had first been associated with the “new world” and then the “frontier” were embodied in National 

Parks (Ross-Bryant, 2012). Protected public land became testing grounds for radical ideas about nature 

where “wilderness” transcended its historical connotation as closely linked to the derogatory term “waste” 

to become a virtuous entity (Purdy, 2015, p.25). In addition to the ideals of primitivism and romantic 

mysticism that have influenced Western views concerning man's relation to nature, a dominant tradition 

with man as despot, and two lesser traditions, the stewardship position with man as custodian, and the co-

operative position with man as perfector, have prevailed in the American environmental imagination 

(Routley, 1973, p.206). Expanding on the concept of the American environmental imagination, Purdy 

(2015) identifies and explores four versions of environmental imagination at the center of American history 

that have contributed the most to shaping American terrain. These include a providential vision, in which 

the natural world has a purpose to serve human needs richly, but only if people do their part by filling it up 

with labor and development; a Romantic vision, in which a key part of the world’s value is aesthetic and 

spiritual; a utilitarian picture, in which the environment is a storehouse of resources requiring expert 

management, especially by scientists and public officials; and an ecological view of the world as being 

formed of complex systems (Purdy, 2015, pp.7-8). Each of these four perspectives influenced an era of 

political action and lawmaking that left its mark on vast stretches of terrain and continue to coexist today in 

landscapes, in political constituencies and laws, and in the fractious identities of environmental politics and 

everyday life (ibid.). 

3.2.1. Critical Perspectives on the NAMWC 

Although the NAMWC still retains influence amongst conservation practitioners in the U.S., it has 

attracted a growing amount of criticism over the years. Criticism regarding the validity of certain 

components in contemporary times has arisen alongside an increasing amount of scrutiny regarding 

the effectiveness of conservation programs in Canada and the U.S. (Organ et al., 2012). Much 

criticism centers on the fact the history of wildlife conservation in North America is more complex 

than that described within the NAMWC. Peterson and Nelson provide an ideological critique of the 

NAMWC, arguing that the model is problematic for wildlife both as a construct to explain how 

North American wildlife conservation developed and as a prescriptive framework because wildlife 

management exists in systems too complex to be beneficially defined by a terse list of tenets 

(Peterson & Nelson, 2016). They conclude that the model is not sufficiently inclusive of a diversity 

of wildlife species or stakeholders and minimizes contributions from diverse sources  thereby 

preventing the formation of a more varied wildlife conservation community  (ibid.). The architects of 
the model may be faulted for framing the history of North American conservation in such a way as to 

privilege the role of hunters while neglecting the contributions made by nonhunters, environmental groups, 
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and animal rights organizations (Eichler & Baumeister, 2018, p.70). Feldpausch-Parker et al. 

ideologically critique of the NAMWC and its tenets through the use of discourse theory and 

hegemony theory to argue that the model’s narrow stakeholder focus and ideological representa tion 

limit a broader spectrum of citizen involvement in wildlife management decisions and the future 

applicability of the model due to changing values toward nature (Feldpausch-Parker et al., 2017). 

The authors conclude that the model’s rhetoric prioritizes hunters and wildlife management 

practitioners, but marginalizes non-consumptive users, policymakers, and other conservation 

practitioners. Ultimately, Feldpausch-Parker et al. recommend a broadening of the philosophical 

model to accommodate a variety of ideologies and the diffusion of the powerful interests that have 

built up around the model (ibid.). The common use of regulated hunting as a tool for preserving and 

managing populations of wild animals for future generations within the mainstream conservation 

movement has also attracted criticism. Eichler and Baumeister critique the tenets of the NAMWC, arguing 

that it perpetuates a form of settler colonialism because the tenets embody the anthropocentric ideology 

that objectifies hunted animals as “natural resources” to be extracted and, because this ideology is 

antithetical to Indigenous views, its imposition through hunting regulation interrupts Indigenous lifeways 

and contributes to the destruction of Indigenous identity (Eichler & Baumeister, 2018). 

Critical research also exists on the SWAP framework, primarily centered on recommendations to 

improve the conservation strategies outlined within state and territorial plans. Fontaine advocates for 

furthering the incorporation of adaptive management principles in state conservation plans to benefit 

biodiversity conservation (Fontaine, 2010). Some research has postulated that state programs have 

been inconsistently integrated into regional and national networks, resulting in wildlife agencies 

lacking a definitive program that can consistently monitor and protect wildlife species across their 

entire ranges, leverage state successes, or support best management practices in state wildlife 

agencies (Meretsky et al., 2012). Meretsky et al. propose the development of a national 

conservation-support program to work across the conservation community to identify  and address 

large-scale conservation needs by providing information-sharing and capacity-building services 

(ibid.). This would help advance collaborative conservation among states and their partners, thereby 

increasing both the effectiveness and the efficiency of conservation  efforts in America 

simultaneously. Mawdsley and Humpert focus primarily on improving pollinator conservation 

projects conducted by state fish and wildlife agencies in order to better achieve the conservation 

objectives identified in SWAPs, advocating for the increased coverage of pollinator taxa in these 

plans to generate additional opportunities for pollinator conservation for the state agencies and their 

partners (Mawdsley & Humpert, 2016). Lacher and Wilkerson posit that as habitat loss and 

fragmentation threaten biodiversity on large geographic scales, crea ting and maintaining 

connectivity of wildlife populations is an increasingly common conservation objective (Lacher & 

Wilkerson, 2014). Their research examines 50 SWAPs to determine the extent to which wildlife 

connectivity planning via linkages is emphasized nationally and suggest the following best practices 

for wildlife linkage conservation plans: collect ecologically meaningful background data; be 

specific; establish community-wide partnerships; and incorporate sociopolitical and socioeconomic 

information (ibid.).  

Although much research has been done to critically examine the conservation strate gies outlined in 

the SWAPs and how to improve upon them, no discourse analysis to discover the ideological 

underpinnings of these plans has yet to be completed. This research project aims to close this gap by 

investigating the hegemonic ideologies perpetuated within American wildlife conservation discourse 

to forge new, alternative conservation strategies that benefit both wildlife and people . It builds upon 

the ideological critiques of the NAMWC as outlined above. The original SWAP policy framework 

and related documentation are worthy of analytical attention because these texts formed the 

foundation of modern state-led efforts in wildlife and habitat conservation. These plans laid the 

groundwork for states and territories to set clear goals, procedures, and objectives for protecting 

species and habitats. Just as previous researchers have offered insights to improve established 
conservation projects, strategies, and best practices within SWAP implementation, my research 

proposes alterations in the language that is used within these plans to ultimately enhance 

biodiversity conservation. Ecologically sensitive CDA offers a method to understand contemporary 
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environmental problems mediated by mainstream ideology and power relations  as perpetuated by 

written texts. It also offers an imaginative framework for creating novel stories to live by to combat 

the negative impacts of mainstream ideology and power relations. My research presents an 

exploration of the effects of language, framing, and cognition on conservation practices and 

investigates opportunities for revolutionary alternatives inspired by transformative conservation .  

3.3. Alternatives to Mainstream Conservation Models  

Although mainstream conservation constitutes a broad amalgam of different approaches, Büscher and 

Fletcher identify two key characteristics: mainstream approaches still revolve around protected areas with 

strong links to broader participatory stakeholder-focused approaches, including community-based 

conservation models, and possess a capitalist character centered on the idea that conserved nature can be 

turned into “natural capital” so that the pursuit of profit can efficiently be linked to the protection of nature 

and the “environmental services” it provides (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020, pp.3-4). Mainstream conservation 

is fundamentally capitalist and steeped in nature–people dichotomies, especially through its foundational 
emphasis on protected areas and continued infatuation with images of wilderness and “pristine” natures; 

mainstream conservation does not fundamentally challenge the hegemonic, global capitalist order and is 

firmly embedded in dualisms wherein humans, and their society or culture, are seen as distinct from 

“nature” (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020, p.8). Bhola et al. explore various perspectives on biodiversity 

conservation representing different outlooks on the relationship between human and nonhuman life 

on Earth in achieving the 2050 Vision for Biodiversity, with a focus on area -based conservation. The 

authors summarize these perspectives in relation to the future of area-based biodiversity 

conservation: Aichi+, ambitious area-based conservation perspectives, new conservation, and whole-

Earth conservation, concluding that all perspectives have elements that can contribute to developing 

and implementing the Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework and achieving the 2050 Vision 

(Bhola et al., 2020).  

 

The Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework established targets on the equal sharing of nature’s 

benefits and promised fair and balanced decision-making on biodiversity issues. However, the 

framework has been criticized for not foregrounding local communities’ rights and agency in 

biodiversity management and policy (Raymond et al., 2022, p.252). Raymond et al. contribute to the 

global discussion on navigating biodiversity conservation, equity, and human wellbeing outcomes in 

the context of protected area management (Raymond et al., 2022, p.253).  The concept of “inclusive 

conservation” has emerged to address equity concerns in biodiversity and protected area 

management. Inclusive conservation seeks to embrace diverse voices in biodiversity conservation, 

including stronger representation of scientists and practitioners from unde rrepresented groups and 

the sharing of knowledge across disciplines (ibid.). In a similar vein, Artelle et al. describe a 

“Decolonial Model of Environmental Management and Conservation” as an alternative paradigm to 

dominant approaches of conservation and management, contrasting the tenets of decolonized management 

with dominant state-led approaches such as those embedded in the NAMWC (Artelle et al., 2022). Hessami 

et al. identify the gaps and linkages between the NAMWC and Indigenous-led conservation efforts across 

Canada and created a revised model, the Indigenizing North American Model of Wildlife Conservation (I-

NAM), that interweaves various Indigenous worldviews and conservation practices from across Canada 

that could coexist with the NAMWC but not replace Indigenous-led conservation (Hessami et al., 2021). 

Massarella et al. review multiple proposals for transformative change in the realm of biodiversity 

conservation, noting that there is a lack of critical exploration on how transformative change is 

conceptualized. The research highlights the role of critical social scientific inquiry in transformative 

change because critical social science is an analytical device that politicizes debates and can help 

facilitate the identification of transformative alternatives, illustrating how such an approach is 

operationalized within the CONVIVA project to pursue transformative change in biodiversity 

conservation (Massarella et al., 2021). Brand and Wissen provide a critical perspective on the debate 

over the concept of transformation, noting that although it has contributed to the emphasis of the 

depth of the social-ecological crisis and the urgency of effecting far-reaching societal change, it fails 

to provide a critical analysis of the social causes of the crisis or to properly identify the 
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unsustainable nature of current trends (Brand & Wissen, 2018). Their research introduces the 

imperial mode of living to illuminate the mechanisms through which unsustainable social relations 

are both reproduced and obscured to ultimately encourage the emergence of a fundamental social-

ecological transformation (ibid.). Wamsler et al. investigate how to achieve mindset shifts through 

transformative skills. In their study, transformative change may be supported through improved 

relational qualities and modes of knowing, being and acting,  and work to determine five clusters of 

transformative skills to support relational qualities (Wamsler et al., 2020). Büscher and Fletcher 

introduce the concept of convivial conservation after criticizing several proposals for revolutionizing 

conservation, including new conservation and half-Earth, arguing that these alternatives are 

insufficient as they do not take political economic realities seriously. The authors propose an 

alternative approach termed “convivial conservation” which accounts for the economic system’s 

structural pressures, violent socio-ecological realities, cascading extinctions, and increasingly 

authoritarian politics by proposing a post-capitalist approach to conservation that promotes radical 

equity, structural transformation, and environmental justice to forge a more equal, sustainable world 

(Büscher & Fletcher, 2018). Fougères et al. put forward the concept of transformative conservation 

that is central to this paper, arguing that modern day conservation initiatives must combine societal 

transformations of the social and ecological relations, technologies, and institutions that bind local 

places to global networks with personal transformations of people’s values, identity, and behavior in 

order to achieve more comprehensive, systematic, and effective conservation initiatives (Fougères et 

al., 2020). This discussion attempts to counter the shortcomings in many present day environmental 

conservation efforts and accelerate systemic changes. 

4. Theoretical Framework  

The theoretical framework underpinning the research synthesizes social constructivism and a theory 

of power with Foucaultian influence in order to identify the dominant ideologies that are replicated 

within the documentation of focus. It matters how the environment and related issues are 

conceptualized because language has consequences (Dryzek, 2013). Discourse and meaning  

influence social practices, power structures, and individual subjectivities (Mulderrig et al., 2019, 

p.4). Intertwined with political practices and embedded in language, discourse is a shared way of 

apprehending the world (Dryzek, 2013, pp.9-10). Specifically, discourses encompass the 

characteristic way that a particular group in society uses language, images, and other forms of 

representation (Stibbe, 2021). Within the realm of environmental policy, discourse analysis allows 

one to identify how certain actors influence the definition of a problem and therefore its solutions 

(Hajer & Versteeg, 2005, p.177). Because there is power in definition, language can be an influential 

tool in creating meaning in the world. The meanings that are constructed through discourse reflect 

the ideologies of those in power. As agents of knowledge, discourses exercise power because they 

have the potential to induce behavior, therefore contributing to the structuring of the power relations 

in a society (Jäger, 2001, p.37). CDA is based in the belief that language is no t a “neutral mediator 

between the world and the mind” but a type of action (Feindt & Netherwood, 2011, p.160). 

Language is not a pure, impartial tool, but actively creates meaning in the world by shaping 

perspectives and influencing thought.  The importance of language lies in the way that our “reality” 

is not something ready-made and waiting to be meant, but must be actively constructed (Stibbe, 

2012, p.64).  

4.1. Social Constructivism  

A social constructivism epistemology posits that knowledge is created through social interaction and 

language use. In this view, humans construct knowledge as they engage and interact with the world. 

A social constructionism approach to discourse analysis argues that social and political “reality” are 

constructions of social members (Van Dijk, 2018, p.28). Constructionist epistemology argues that 

instead of objective “truth” as waiting to be discovered, “truth,” or meaning, comes into existence in 
and out of our engagement with the realities in our world (Moon & Blackman, 2014, p.1172). Social 

constructivism highlights the way that social reality and phenomena are constructed and given 

meaning through the articulation and production of texts (Lindekilde, 2014, p.4). Because language 
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is not a neutral mediator between the world and the mind but instead a type of action, to analyze 

discourse is to examine how language is employed and to what end (Feindt & Netherwood, 2011, 

p.160). A social constructionist interpretation recognizes the power of discourse in molding reality 

and one’s perception of reality as it imbues phenomenon with meaning through definition. The 

meaning produced through discourse impacts the creation of rules, laws, and institutions (Hajer & 

Versteeg, 2005, pp.175-176). Because discourse analysis aims to show how language shapes reality 

(Hajer, 2003, p.103) and privileges certain ways of thinking (Mulderrig et al., 2019, p.1), applying a 

social constructivist theory for CDA is useful in examining hegemonic conceptions of the world that 

are encapsulated in discourse. Conservation discourse assumes the discourse of focus, with critical 

analysis centered on constructions of nature, wildlife, the environment, and the problem of 

biodiversity loss as they appear through the SWAP documentation.    

 

Social constructionism has been criticized for encouraging a rejection of the idea that an actual 

objective truth exists. Boghossian argues that there is a way things are that is independent of human 

opinion, and that we are capable of arriving at a belief about how things are that is objectively 

reasonable, regardless of one’s social or cultural perspective (Boghossian, 2006). Barad describes 

how social constructivism has been the object of scrutiny, utilizing a performative understanding of 

discursive practices to challenge the representationalist belief in the power of words to represent 

preexisting things (Barad, 2003, p.802). Performativity, she argues, serves as a contestation of the 

excessive power granted to language to determine what is real, a contestation of the unexamined 

habits that grant language and other forms of representation more power in determining our 

ontologies than they deserve (ibid.). Acknowledging these criticisms, a social constructivism 

epistemology is chosen for this research because of the value it can provide when trying to 

understand and assess the immense power language possesses in shaping our reality. The usefulness 

of constructionist research is in generating contextual understandings of a defined topic or problem 

which can enable governments and stakeholders to design contextually relevant responses to 

problems, which have been demonstrated to have a higher likelihood of success (Moon & Blackman, 

2014, p.1172). This epistemological position assumes that different individuals construct  meaning of 

the same object or phenomenon in different ways with different types of impacts (ibid.). A social 

constructivist approach melds effectively with Foucaultian theory as Foucault originally formulated 

discourses as practices that systematically form the objects of which they speak. According to 

Forchtner, Foucault conceptualized discourse as “constructions of specific aspects of reality” (Forchtner, 

2018, p.266). Social constructivism emphasizes the description-dependent concept of reality in which facts 

stem from our descriptions (Lee & Stech, 2011, p.181). 

4.2. Theory of Power 

Foucaultian approaches to discourse analysis regard power and knowledge as fundamentally 

intertwined (Hajer & Versteeg, 2005, p.181). Discourse exists as a social practice performed through 

language and organized in terms of power relationships, introducing the  notion of “text” (Filardo-

Llamas & Boyd, 2018, p.314). According to Foucault, discourse provides representations and signs 

to reconstitute a sort of general recipe for the exercise of power (Foucault, 1977, p.102). In the 

Foucaultian sense, discourses are ways of speaking and writing that construct or shape the objects being 

spoken of (Stibbe, 2012, p.3). Discourse is power, and power and ideology work together through 

discourse to legitimate the preeminence of a dominant group in particular circumstances 

(Feldpausch-Parker et al., 2017, p.36). As illustrated by Dryzek, Foucault often portrayed discourses 

in hegemonic terms, meaning that one single discourse is typically dominant in any time and place 

(Dryzek, 2013, p.22). Ideology drives discourse and is written and disseminated by those with power 

and knowledge in order to maintain and further propagate the dominance of a pa rticular group and to 

achieve a particular set of goals (Feldpausch-Parker et al., 2017, p.36). Discourses are supported by 

ideologies, or sets of beliefs and values (Flowerdew & Richardson, 2018, p.5). Therefore, discursive 

practices can have ideological effects since they can produce and reproduce unequal power relations 

between social classes, gender groups, and ethnic majorities and minorities through the ways they 

represent things and position people (Amoussou & Allagbe, 2018, p.34). Foucaultian 

conceptualizations of discourse position it as the principal mechanism through which power is 
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exercised. In this context, power, truth, and ideology operate in the creation of both the subject and 

their reality. Discourse is so powerful because it disciplines subjects into certain ways of thinking 

and acting by actively creating the subjects operating within it as wel l as what constitutes reality for 

these subjects (Feldpausch-Parker et al., 2017, p.36).  

For Foucault, “truth” is to be understood as a system of ordered procedures for the production, 

regulation, distribution, circulation, and operation of statements (Foucault, 1984, p.74). “Truth” is 

linked in a circular relation with systems of power that produce and sustain it. This Foucaultian-

influenced theory of power emphasizes the ways in which ideology acts as the main means through 

which social relations of power and domination are sustained. Power is everywhere; power operates 

behind, through, and within discourses, and is neither inherently good nor bad and is ultimately a 

productive network (Rogers, 2018, p.466). Studying the role of language in structuring power relations 

can be applied to the discourse of domination of other species by humans. Although Foucault focused on 

the submission of human bodies through the control of ideas (Foucault, 1977, p.102), this theoretical 

perspective can be applied to nonhuman forms as well. Power is not exclusive to relations between people. 

Animals tend to be excluded from discussions of language and power because they cannot use language to 

resist how they have been discursively constructed (Stibbe, 2012, p.19). This research applies a theory of 

power to dissect the power relations created and maintained by humans towards nature, animals, and the 

environment at large. In acknowledging the pervasiveness of power, there exists another kind of power, one 

that is more appropriate for a new sustainability paradigm: power as empowerment of others (Capra & 

Luisi, 2014, p.14). Foucault contended, “Where there is power, there is resistance and yet, or rather 

consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteriority in relation to power” (Foucault, 1978, 

p.95). By disentangling hegemonic ideas as manifested in conservation discourse and forging new visions 

for conservation, harmful ideologies can be resisted and people can be empowered to create positive 

change by altering the ways we construct our reality and the reality of conservation, through language.  

5. Method 

This research utilizes CDA to examine how language is used by those in power to represent the issue 

of wildlife conservation and propose solutions, arguing that this process of language use replicates 

and reinforces hierarchical ways of thinking about the world that contribute to the discouragement of 

effective conservation efforts. By uncovering these implicit ways of thinking, new alternatives can 

be introduced. Dominating discourses can be criticized through analysis, through the revealing of 

their contradictions and non-expressions, and by making evident the means by which the acceptance 

of assumed truths are meant (Jäger, 2001, p.34). CDA is both a theory and a methodology. Although 

there are a variety of approaches to discourse analysis, it mainly attempts to show how language 

shapes reality. The basic assumption of discourse analysis is that language profoundly shapes one’s 

view of the world and reality, instead of being only a neutral medium mirroring it (Hajer & 

Versteeg, 2005, p.176). As Parrique outlines, the choice of words we use to talk about nature already 

pre-determines our relation with it (Parrique, 2019, p.79). CDA views the use of language as a form 

of social practice and allows for an investigation of the social function of language. The language of 

policy plays a significant role in conceptualizing the policy problem in specific ways and in 

legitimating the solutions it proposes (Mulderrig et al., 2019, p.6). The strengths of CDA in policy 

analysis include its capacity to reveal the role of language in politics, identify the embeddedness of 

language in practices, and to answer “how” questions (Hajer & Versteeg, 2005, p.176).  

 

Rooted in ecolinguistics, ecologically sensitive CDA reframes environmental issues not as technical 

problems to be solved by science, but as a result of the fundamental stories societies are built upon 

(Stibbe, 2018, p.498). Because discourses are ways of speaking about the world that encode a particular 

model of reality, understanding how animals are represented within conservation discourse sheds light 

on how humans value and perceive them. While some dominant discourses represent animals in ways 
that promote inhumane treatment and environmental damage, it is possible to discover radically different 

“alternative” discourses that encourage the reconnection to and appreciation of animals and nature. The 
goal of change underscores all CDA work. If discourses construct society along inhumane or unsustainable 

lines, then it might be possible to discover and promote discourses that encourage more harmonious 
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relations with animals and the natural world (Stibbe, 2012, pp.3-4). Recognizing the power of discourse in 

shaping how humans form relationships with animals and nature and calling for new forms of language that 

inspire positive, compassionate, and connective relationships is a powerful step in improving the 

effectiveness of conservation efforts by revaluing the natural world and repairing the broken human-nature 

divide that drives ecological destruction.   

5.1. Ecolinguistics  

The main research method is rooted in Arran Stibbe’s work entitled Ecolinguistics: Language, 

Ecology and the Stories We Live By which integrates the idea of “stories we live by” from  human 

ecology with the practice of CDA. In this framework, stories exist as underlying cognitive models 

that manifest themselves in text and live in the minds of individuals or across the minds of multiple 

individuals in society. Ecolinguistics analyzes language to reveal the stories human societies live by, 

judges those stories from an ecological perspective, resists damaging stories, and contributes to the 

search for new stories to live by (Stibbe, 2021). Ecolinguistics is the study of the role of language in the 
life-sustaining interactions of humans, other species, and the physical environment (ibid.). This approach 

uses the conceptualization of discourse as a narrative, which positions discourse as the storytelling and 

communication of events that are selected, organized, connected, and evaluated for a particular purpose 

(Ross, 2020, p.360). In the realm of ecolinguistics, discourse is formed when a powerful group uses 

language in characteristic ways that express a story (an ideology) which causes suffering and oppression to 

other groups of beings. An ecolinguistic analysis considers a wider range of oppressed groups including 

animals, current generations of humans who are suffering from pollution and resource depletion, and future 

generations of humans who will find it harder to meet their needs, and appraises the impact of discourses 

on the wider systems that support life (Stibbe, 2018, p.500). Destructive discourses that harm people and 

nature are addressed through resistance and raising critical language awareness that the stories that a 

discourse tells are not the only stories possible, that they potentially have a negative impact on the 

systems that support life, and that other stories are available as ecolinguistics works to find new, 

more positive stories to live by (ibid.).  

5.2. Ecologically Sensitive Critical Discourse Analysis 

Stories common within a culture influence how people think, talk, and act, which have a consequent impact 

on how we treat the ecosystems that life depends on (Stibbe, 2021). Stories exist at the cognitive level, as 

models in people’s minds, and manifest themselves in particular linguistic forms. The term “story” refers to 

a matrix of narratives, agreements, and symbolic systems that comprises the answers our culture offers to 

life’s most basic questions (Eisenstein, 2013). The term “ideology” is commonly used in CDA to refer to 

belief systems or worldviews that are shared by a particular group in society (Stibbe, 2021). In the context 

of this paper, the term “story” is used interchangeably with “ideology.” An integral piece of this method is 

the concept of the frame, or a packet of knowledge about an area of life. Since political ideologies are 

characterized by systems of frames, ideological language will activate that particular ideological system, 

since language that is repeated becomes “normally used” language and ideological language repeated often 

enough can become “normal language” that continuously activate an ideology unconsciously in the brains 
of citizens (Lakoff, 2010). Ideologies become normalized through repetition. A key aspect of the 

conception of a story is that people can forget that a certain perspective is just one possible perspective, and 

instead begin to perceive it as a transparent reflection of the way the world is (Stibbe, 2018, p.498). Stories 

are the secret reservoir of values; if we change the stories that individuals and nations live by, we can 

change the individuals and nations themselves (Okri, 1996). Narratives are understood as storied ways of 

knowing and communicating that can be deconstructed through analysis, with thematic analysis essentially 

an evaluation of the recurring conceptual elements presented within a narrative that illuminate patterns of 

content repetition (Ross, 2020, p.360). By analyzing the linguistic features of texts, it is possible to reveal 

the underlying story or stories underpinning a particular discourse (Stibbe, 2018, p.502). After exposing the 

stories underlying the SWAP policy framework and questioning them from an ecological perspective, new 
stories centered on the recommendations within transformative conservation are explored. 

 

Whether ecolinguistics is exposing and resisting negative discourses or investigating and 
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encouraging alternative positive discourses, the method of analysis always begins by compiling a 

range of prototypical texts produced and used by a particular group in society. Because the SWAP 

represents the national action agenda for the conservation of wildlife species in America , and is the 

primary tool used by states to guide and implement state-level conservation efforts, the State Wildlife 

Action Plans Report and Best Practices for State Wildlife Action Plans are chosen as the prototypical text 

for analysis to represent this influential program. Next, the method entails a detailed linguistic 

analysis to reveal patterns in the way that language is used within and across the texts, focusing 

specifically on linguistic features which merge to tell stories about the world (Stibbe, 2021, p.30). 

The linguistic features of interest include: 

• vocabulary (e.g. connotations of words, pronoun use)  

• relationships between words (e.g. synonymy, antonymy or hyponymy) 

• grammatical structures (e.g. active v.s. passive, nominalisation)  

• transitivity (the arrangement of processes and participants in a clause)  

• assumptions and presuppositions embedded in clauses  

• relationships between clauses (e.g. reason, consequence, purpose) 

• how events are represented (e.g. abstractly or concretely)  

• how participants are represented (e.g. as individuals or an aggregated mass)  

• intertextuality (patterns of borrowing from other texts)  

• genres (conventional formats of texts which serve a social function)  

• figures of speech (e.g. irony, metaphor, metonymy)   

After the patterns of linguistic features are identified, analysis then works to expose the underlying 

ideologies that these features convey. Stories are not simply transparent descriptions of reality, but 

instead shape how we perceive reality (Stibbe, 2021, p.21). The idea that discourse shapes and 

constitutes the object denoted echoes Foucault’s original formulation of discourses as practices that 

systematically form the objects of which they speak (Locke, 2004, p. 11). The patterns of linguistic 

features that are woven through multiple texts and convey the same ideology repeatedly is the focus 

of analysis. In ecolinguistic analysis of an ideology, the question is not whether the ideology is true, 

but whether it encourages people to preserve or destroy the ecosystems that support life (Stibbe, 

2021, p.22). Although ideologies are often presented as obvious “truths” about the world, it is 

important to remember that they are only stories  that only offer one way to view the world. A story 

becomes significant when created and disseminated by influential institutions that possess power. In 

this context, state and federal conservation organizations possess the power to enact programs, laws, 

and regulations that shape the world in tangible ways. The value-laden imaginative aspect of stories 

enables us to act politically; a way of seeing the world can be a method of valuing it to form a map 

of things worth saving or of a future worth creating (Purdy, 2015, p.7). Stories also accumulate 

influence when they consistently and repetitiously embody a certain set of values, only proposing a 

single perspective while suppressing or silencing alternatives. Once it becomes clear that a particular 

story is not the only one available  and that this particular story causes harm in some way, it becomes 

possible to engage in acts of dissent, to take issue with the story’s constructions and to resist the 

storied meanings (Locke, 2004, p.6). Once a perceived “truth” is revealed to be simply one of many 

stories, rather than some kind of real objective truth about the world, this story can be broken down 

and replaced. The aim of analysis is to investigate “how ideologies can become frozen in language 

and find ways to break the ice” (Bloor & Bloor, 2007, p.12). It is through language that the natural 

world is mentally reduced to objects or resources to be exploited, and it is through language that people can 

be encouraged to respect and care for the systems that support life (Stibbe, 2012, p.19). The new stories 

that seek positive reformation are built upon an extensive literature review of various radical alternatives 

put forth that interrogate, criticize, and provide novel possibilities as well as the transformative skills 

necessary for mindset shifts as identified by previous research.   

The first document of focus, the State Wildlife Action Plans Report, was published in 2006 and 

funded by grants from the Federal Aid in Sport Fish and Wildlife Restoration Programs and the 
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation. The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 

and the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department provided additional financial support. The document 
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was endorsed by the USFWS and AFWA but written by Deborah Richie Oberbillig with support 

from Ghostwriters Communications, Inc. The AFWA of Washington, DC wrote the second 

document of focus, Best Practices for State Wildlife Action Plans , in 2012. Referred to as the 

blueprints for conserving the nation’s wildlife, these  documents within the SWAP policy program 

provide strategic direction for the state, territorial, and federal wildlife and natural resource 

management agencies in the U.S. The framework for the SWAP concept was developed in 

collaboration with government agencies, non-profit organizations, scientists, conservationists, 

private landowners, and other citizens. States worked primarily through the AFWA and the USFWS 

to develop the SWAPs. Within the U.S., wildlife conservation is essentially a partnership between 

states and the federal government. While state wildlife agencies have the primary respon sibility for 

managing wildlife, the federal government plays a crucial role in helping conserve migratory 

species, managing national wildlife refuges and other federal lands, and providing funding for 

wildlife conservation (Oberbillig, 2006, p.7). The SWAP plans established in 2005 continue to exist 

as the nation’s action agenda and foundational guide for the conservation of wildlife species. 

6. Results 

6.1. Dominant Ideologies  

Analysis of the clusters of linguistic features that comprise the discourse of the State Wildlife Action 

Plans Report and Best Practices for State Wildlife Action Plans documentation revealed three dominant 

ideologies constructed and perpetuated within the SWAP program. These three ideologies are 

summarized as “Human Centrality,” “Animals as Resources,” and “The Supremacy of the 

Economic.” Each shares the common thread of Anthropocentrism. Anthropocentrism is the belief 

that humans are the central, most significant specie s on the planet, and all other species exist as 

resources to be used for the purpose of serving the interest of humans (Ross, 2020, p.355).  In this 

view, nature is frequently positioned as socially inferior to humans (Parrique, 2019, p.267). These 

three ideologies are embedded in the larger theme of Anthropocentrism and can be viewed as three 

varying manifestations of this overarching worldview. Deep ecology recognizes that one of the root 

causes of ecological destruction is Anthropocentrism, a form of human-centeredness that 

subordinates everything in nature to human concerns. Although there is some variation, discourse 

within the SWAP documentation contain strands of the Pinchot-style of conservation explored 

earlier within the paper with its anthropocentric tendencies and emphasis on economic development. 

The ideological conflict between conservation and preservation that took place years ago has 

persisted to this day and resurfaces in current mainstream conservation discourse.  

Each of the stories identified, at their core, reinforces the deeply rooted human-nature divide, also 

referred to as the nature-culture dichotomy. The idea that humans are separate from and superior to 

the natural world permeates Western society and has been used as justification for the domination 

and exploitation of the environment. This worldview has driven ecological destruction, but also 

conveys ambiguous messages that identify humankind as both destroyer and rescuer, and wilderness 

or “natural nature” as both threat and refuge (Uggla, 2010, p.80). The consistently expressed divide 

between humans and nature is indicative of the fundamental problem in the ideologies our societies 

are built upon; if humans consider ourselves apart from nature, we will not necessarily consid er 

ourselves subject to nature’s laws (Stibbe, 2021, p.66). The following subsections summarize the 

results of the research by describing the linguistic features that construct each identified ideology. 

The subsections contain a comprehensive description of the three identified dimensions of 

anthropocentric thought and discuss the negative impacts of these stories. The stories discussed in 

the following subsections maintain a relationship of domination and extraction between humans and 

nature because Anthropocentrism preserves this kind of exploitative power structure between 

humans and the world. As stated, the term “ideology” and “story” are used interchangeably in this 

context.  
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6.1.1. Human Centrality 

The discourse within the documents perpetuates the larger story of Anthropocentrism, or human 

centrality, expressed by Kingsnorth and Hine as a “story of human centrality, of a species destined 

to be lord of all it surveys, unconfined by the limits that apply to other, lesser creatures” which 

perpetuates ecological injustice, leading to both an alienation from nature and further environmental 

destruction (Kingsnorth & Hine, 2009). Grammatically, the discourse within the SWAP 

documentation subordinates wildlife to people by positioning people first in the sentence structure. 

The order in which victims of ecological destruction are mentioned often reveals a hierarchy of their 

relative worth (Stibbe, 2012, p.132). Laura Johnson, President of Massachusetts Audubon, is quoted 

stating, “The Massachusetts Wildlife Action plan outlines collaborative goals and strategies […] that 

are essential steps to protect the nature of Massachusetts for people and wildlife” (Oberbillig, 2006, 

p.121). Furthermore, the report states that the key to healthy people and healthy wildlife is habitat, 

clean air and water, healthy and diverse landscapes, and other features that help fish and wildlife 

thrive (Oberbillig, 2006, p.210). While the noun order varies slightly throughout each state’s action 

plan, human welfare is consistently listed first, with animals and plants placed subsequently. The 

sentence structure subtly centers humans in the discussion of environmental destruction and 

conservation, prioritizing the negative impacts environmental degradation on human wellbeing 

rather than the wellbeing of animals, plants, or nature in its entirety. Anthropocentric assumptions 

manifest in the descriptions of ecological damage that are only expressed in terms of the potential 

impacts on humans, despite possessing the power to affect all life on Earth. Mark Cramer, Deputy 

Commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources states, “If we can 

conserve and enhance the habitat for these species, we believe the quality of life for people will be 

enhanced as well” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.102). In this anthropocentric framing, biodiversity loss is 

painted as a problem worthy of attention because it has the potential to alter humanity’s quality of 

life.  

The story of human centrality utilizes the construction of wildlife as resources to convey animals 

and their preservation as essential in maintaining a high quality of life for humans. As the State and 
Wildlife Action Plan Report details, “…wildlife agencies have the responsibility to assure that 

wildlife remain healthy and to provide people with plentiful places to enjoy wildlife, whether it is 

watching animals, hunting, or fishing” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.6). Wildlife conservation is motivated by 

the desire to maintain humanity’s continuous use of nature, assigned as the responsibility of wildlife 

agencies. In this context, the conception of the natural world emerges as an object of scientific 

inquiry and as a resource for economic progress, with conservation promoted for the sake of the 

benefits that humans derive from nature (Uggla, 2010, p.80). Carrying out state action plans 

promises to “conserve wildlife and vital natural places, protecting clean water and air that are 

essential to our health, bringing peace and relaxation to our busy lives, and ensuring that nature 

continues to play a part of our important family traditions” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.29). Nature is only 

valued in the ways that humans can derive benefit or pleasure, in the form of entertainment or 

consumption. Descriptions of the natural world in such a way imply that the Earth is merely a 

geological support for human activity (Boetzkes, 2010, p.8). The aim of the environmental 

movement is reduced to that of preserving human pleasure (Stibbe, 2012, p.133). This discourse also 

reinforces the nature-culture divide that posits nature as separate from civilized society, an escape 

from the confines of civilization and the troubles of the world to enter a realm of freedom and 

pleasure (Cronon, 1996). The preservation of wildlife is constructed as a strategy to allow future 

citizens to continue enjoying nature, with statements such as, “Join us now to ensure our children 

and grandchildren will be able to enjoy wildlife and the places they live” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.2). In 

another example, Delaware’s SWAP is described as a “blueprint for a legacy we can leave for our 

children and grandchildren: forests, fields, wetlands and waterways that teem with wildlife, a 

landscape that supports the outdoors as a part of family traditions, and a sense of place for future 

generations” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.59). The close tie between the dominant interest group of 

consumptive users and wildlife conservation continues to influence America’s vision of wildlife 

conservation and the values within the movement that prioritize the consumptive use of nature and 

wildlife (Feldpausch-Parker et al., 2017).  Frequently, nature and its inhabitants are presented as 
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having no value aside from what humans have projected onto it: the environment is characterized as 

a source for enhancing human wellbeing where the environment is valuable because it improves the 

wellbeing of humans (Ross, 2020, p.358). An intrinsic appreciation for nature is never explored, 

only an appreciation for what it can offer to humans (Ross, 2020, p.363). 

In addition to the anthropocentric language and grammatical structure of the documentation, the 

heavy reliance on metaphors of navigation perpetuates a human-centric story in which humanity is 

destined to create a perfect world through science, reason and technology, to conquer nature, 

transcend our animal origins, and engineer a rational society (Stibbe, 2018). Metaphors are 

rhetorical devices deployed to convince readers by placing a situation in a particular light (Dryzek, 

2013, p.19). Metaphors are vehicles for the discursive reduction of complexity to convey 

understanding, allowing people to communicate overly complex policy issues (Hajer, 2003, p.105). 

The SWAPs are likened to blueprints, guideposts, roadmaps, and visions for conservation 

(Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.8). The image of a roadmap is consistently 

employed to portray SWAPs as a guide aiding states in their conservation efforts. Jeff Walk, author 

of Illinois’ Wildlife Action Plan declares, “For the first time, Illinois has a road map for where 

wildlife and habitat conservation wants to go!” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.16). West Virginia’s SWAP is 

described as a “roadmap for habitat conservation” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.237) and Wisconsin’s SWAP 

is positioned as a roadmap that contains the “next steps in an important journey to preserve 

Wisconsin’s biological diversity” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.241). Because this undertaking was the first 

major effort to assess the health of each state’s wildlife, the work to write the state plans is depicted 

as “uncharted territory” with the creation of the SWAPs described as “charting the course” of a new 

era of wildlife conservation in America (Oberbillig, 2006, p.10). Within the Best Practices guide, it 

is stated that through implementing best practice recommendations the country “will chart a way 

forward with our public and private partners to accomplish our common goal of conserving healthy 

wildlife populations and landscapes to be enjoyed by future generations” (Association of Fish and 

Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.8).  

The metaphoric imagery of navigation prevalent throughout all documentation places humans 

strictly outside of the natural world. Within the anthropocentric metaphors employed to characterize 

the environment, the natural world is assigned whatever value humans have projected onto it, 

suggesting that the environment can be controlled, altered, and assume whichever roles humans 

assign unto it (Ross, 2020, p.363) The metaphors prevalent within these documents represent the 

discourse strand of administrative rationalism, a subcategory of the discourse of environmental 

problem solving as identified by Dryzek (2013). In this discourse, environmental problems are 

serious enough to warrant attention, but not serious enough to demand fundamental changes in the 

way society is organized, accompanied by the idea that society can be steered in the right direction 

and that effective navigation through the complexities of the social-ecological environment is 

possible (Dryzek, 2013, p.89). Key metaphor and rhetorical devices within this discourse category 

relate to navigating and steering, reinforcing the idea of man’s dominance over nature and 

conveying a pivotal assumption about natural relationships wherein nature is subordinate to human 

problem solving (Dryzek, 2013, p.90). This attitude of domination further bolsters the human-nature 

divide, distancing humans from the natural world and leading to its continued exploitation. In 

addition, this story never fundamentally questions the societal and economic status quo. It views 

ecological issues as fixable through slight technical, scientific, and economic solutions, despite the 

fact the scale of change required to adequately address issues such as biodiversity loss or climate 

change surpasses small fixes. This ideology contains the main assumptions of oppressive discourses: 

that humans are superior to all other species because of the uniqueness of their intellect, language 

ability, self-conception, and other arbitrary characteristics (Stibbe, 2012, p.79).   

6.1.2. Animals as Resources  

Across each document, wildlife are constructed as a “resource” held in ownership by the state for the 

benefit of current and future generations of Americans. Rooted in the rhetoric of the PTD, wildlife 

that “provide benefits for current and future generations” are considered trust resources owned by  
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the government and have legal status as property (Organ et al., 2014). The SWAP discourse builds 

upon this framing, reusing the definition of wildlife as a public trust held by the government for the 

benefit of the common good (Oberbillig, 2006, p.6). The rhetoric of the PTD privileges human action 

and agency and envisions the land, animals, and plants as passive resources for human use (Eichler & 

Baumeister, 2018, p.80). State wildlife agencies are given the responsibility of overseeing these 

resources. Under the PTD, wildlife are managed for the common good and exist in the custodianship by 

trained professionals who serve as trustees and are held accountable by the public as the beneficiaries  

(Hessami et al., 2021). A quote by President Roosevelt, an instrumental conservation figure, starts the 

State Wildlife Action Plans Report, “The nation behaves well if it treats the natural resources as assets 

which it must turn over to the next generation increased and not impaired in value” (Oberbillig, 

2006, p.29). The word “wildlife” is often joined with the word “resources” to create the phrase 

“wildlife resources,” further conveying the idea that wildlife exist only as resources owned by the 

state for the benefit of citizens. Words such as “resources,” “assets,” and “value” throughout both 

documents further illustrate the construction of wildlife as resources. These wildlife resources 

comprise the natural wealth of states as states are described as  possessing “natural heritage rich in 

wildlife resources” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.129). It is through this vocabulary that parts of the natural 

world are mentally reduced to objects to be used and exploited. The problem with this framing is 

that, when something is labeled as a resource, it is implicit that it should or will be used or  exploited 

in some way (Stibbe, 2021, p.49). Species are reduced to their instrumental value, portrayed only as 

things to be managed and controlled or used and consumed by humans. In this story, wildlife does 

not have value until humans assign it value. This is a clear expression of resourcism, the belief that the 

purpose of nature is to serve human needs, which encourages the protection of the utilities humans gain 

from natural resources (Uggla, 2010, p.84). It also contains traces of speciesism, an assumption of 

human superiority, which allows for the exploitation of animals with an explicit focus only on 

human interests. This resource framing is deeply embedded in neoliberal capitalism, representing the 

“neoliberalising of nature” or the commodification, marketization, and privatization of “nature” because the 

capitalist market society requires nature for more capitalist accumulation and continued economic growth  

(Wanner, 2015, p.23).   

This resource framing is reinforced grammatically with the frequent use of the possessive pronoun 

“our” throughout both documents. In a broad sense, the possessive is a grammatical construction 

used to indicate a relationship of ownership. The grammatical structure of the resource frame 

consists of an owner and an object, which endows the owner with a power that they have the right to 

do what they want with the object within the relationship (Stibbe, 2015, p.49). The State Wildlife 
Action Plans Report begins, “Over the last century, we have brought some of our most treasured 

wildlife back from the brink of extinction” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.1). Former South Carolina Governor 

Mark Stanford remarks on South Carolina’s SWAP, “Our wildlife, our water, and our land are all 

important parts of the quality of life that uniquely defines our state”  (Oberbillig , 2006, p.205). A 

quote highlighted within the document by past U.S. President John F. Kennedy reads, “It is our task 

in our time and in our generation, to hand down undiminished to those who come after us, as was 

handed down to us by those who went before, the natural wealth and beauty which is ours” 

(Oberbillig, 2006, p.249). The possessive pronoun “our” as featured in each quote maps the owner of 

wildlife onto humans, situating ecological systems as belonging to humans rather than to all species 

who depend on them (Stibbe, 2021, p.49). The Best Practice guidelines state, “We can and will chart 

a way forward with our public and private partners to accomplish our common goal of conserving 

healthy wildlife populations and landscapes to be enjoyed by future generations” (Association of 

Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.8). As mentioned, the SWAPs are continuously represented as 

“our blueprints for conservation, our guideposts for action, and our visions for how we wish to leave 

our lands, waters, fish, and wildlife for future generations of outdoor enthusiasts” (ibid.). 

Grammatically, states are written as a possessive noun with an apostrophe and s to show ownership 

over wildlife, reinforcing this relationship of belonging. For example, “Recommended actions to 

conserve Kentucky’s wildlife” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.103), “Recommended actions to conserve 

Maryland’s wildlife,” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.117), “Working together for Louisiana’s wildlife” 

(p.108), “Iowa’s wildlife” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.94).  Phrases such as “actions to sustain all Maine’s 
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wildlife resources” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.113) and “address the needs of Mississippi’s wildlife 

resources” also illustrate this dominant framing (Oberbillig, 2006, p.136). This story depicts a 

hierarchical relationship of power between humans and nature, with plants and animals held in 

ownership by humans to be exploited for human gain. The assumption that all other life-forms are a 

human possession metaphorically entails the idea that humans have the right to treat nature in 

whatever way they please, one of the root causes of ecological destruction (Stibbe, 2012, p. 127) . 

With animals viewed only as resources, this rhetoric embodies a philosophy of human dominion and 

custodianship over wildlife (Hessami et al., 2021). 

The discourse of the SWAP documentation preserves the human-centric view of animals as resources 

where animals are only conceptualized as wildlife resources that provide value to humans. This embodies 

the anthropocentric assumptions within oppressive discourses which only considers animals in terms of 

their use to humans, preventing people from cultivating empathy with these “natural resources” or “assets” 

(Stibbe, 2012, p.68). The “Animals as Resource” story, which is evident in the metaphoric treatment of 

animals and plants as resources, contributes to a subtle devaluing of animals and other living beings within 

the natural world (Stibbe, 2012, p.129). Similarly, the emphasis on species-centric conservation within the 

SWAP framework can lead to further separation between humans and nature, hindering the development of 

substantive, respectful, and appreciative relationships with animals. The frequent use of mass and collective 

nouns such as “species” or “resources” has the potential side effect of distracting attention away from direct 

relationships with individual animals: an individual can be seen, heard, and empathized with, but a 

“species” cannot (Stibbe, 2012, p.73). The emphasis on protecting “species of greatest conservation need” 

rather than individuals can contribute to a sense of disconnection because animals and plants are only seen 

as “species” rather than fully realized creatures with their own set of characteristics, lives, and histories. 

The consistent use of the words “wildlife” and “species” downplays the diversity of nature and causes the 

individual creatures that exist within these scientific categories to be overlooked. Rather than depicted as 

individuals caught up in a life and death battle against the encroachment of humans, the animals themselves 

are primarily members of categories divided up according to physical features (Stibbe, 2012, p.74). The use 

of phrasings and grammatical constructions can make animals as individual beings become invisible, 

unimportant, and only mattering collectively as a “stock” or “resource” (Stibbe, 2012, p.98). The SWAPs 

identity the species and habitats in greatest conservation need and aim to recover endangered species, keep 

rare and imperiled species off of the endangered species list, and keep common species common 

(Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.vii).  By condemning only the destruction of a species, 

the discourse of conservation has nothing to say about confining, hurting, or killing animals in ways that do 

not threaten a species as a whole (Stibbe, 2012, p.73).   

This ideology also manifests in the primarily scientific language required by the SWAP framework. 

As part of the “Eight Required Elements of Conservation Success,” Congress tasked states and 

territories to describe the information on the distribution and abundance of wildlife, including low 

and declining populations, that describes the diversity and health of the state’s wildlife as well as 

descriptions of locations and relative conditions of habitats essential to species in need of 

conservation within their plans (Oberbillig, 2006, p.9). Collective nouns such as “species” and 

“population” are used to provide descriptions of the animals of focus for each SWAP. Scientific 

terminology such as “habitats,” “distribution,” and “populations” places the endangered status of 

animals in highly objective-sounding terms (Stibbe, 2012). While this selection of information 

provides scientific data useful to conservationists and helps represent the SWAPs as a trustworthy, 

scientifically sound endeavor, this kind of tone and language can create a sense of distance between 

humans and animals. This type of language can convey a sort of disinterested, detached scientific 

tone from a neutral, value-free observer far away from the reality of ecological destruction. The 

distance between humans and animals that a disinterested scientific discourse produces may not 

deliver the educational objective of understanding “our interdependent relationship with nature and 

the health of our planet, and the life-enhancement and joy that can be had from appreciating this 

relationship” (Stibbe, 2012, p.74). In summary, this story perpetuates a relationship between humans 

and animals where the human is a reserved expert scientific observer concerned with only facts, 

data, and statistics rather than the actual  creatures of conservation need. The discourse within the 
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SWAP avoids acknowledging the intrinsic uniqueness and value of animals and nature separate from 

human use. In this way, the discourse collapses the existence of the environment to a commodity for 

human consumption (Ross, 2020, p.358). Information about the tiniest members of the universe, 

from microbes to atoms to quarks, has shown a truth about the world – that it is alive, all of it 

(Jensen et al., 2021, p.27). However, this story is still rejected by American culture at large, and the 

enduring declaration that matter is lifeless has led to a planet laid to waste ( ibid).  

6.1.3. The Supremacy of the Economic  

The third ideology constructed within the SWAP discourse reinforces the dominance of neoliberal 

economic thinking, perpetuating capitalist hegemony and the commodification of society (Wanner, 

2015). The enduring emphasis on economic natural resource management is evidence of Pinchot’s 

influence on conservation policy that has prevailed in much mainstream conservation discourse. 

European efficiency and productivity-based forest sustainability tradition directly influenced Pinchot 

who brought scientific forestry to America after studying in Europe during the 20th century, which 
was then applied to the management of prairies, rivers, and oceans as well (Thomas, 2018, p.114). 

Pinchot’s legacy continues to guide mainstream iterations of sustainability in the U.S., most 

noticeable in contemporary sustainable development discourse that still revolves around national 

economic development. However, a paradigm that emphasizes trading-off and economic growth 

within sustainability is inadequate to preserve the ecosystems of the world ( ibid.). This story 

chronicles humanity’s divine right to perpetual economic growth, unbound by any natural limits 

(Stibbe, 2018, p.498). An additional driver of the current ecological crisis lies in the anthropocentric 

story of human centrality, “of our ever-expanding control over ‘nature’ our right to perpetual  

economic growth, our ability to transcend all limits” (Kingsnorth and Hine, 2009). The SWAP 

rhetoric embodies the growth paradigm, which exists as the current political-economic status quo. 

The growth paradigm is the belief that growth is necessary, good,  imperative, and the definitive 

solution to all problems (Kallis et al., 2018, p.294). The growth paradigm positions economic 

growth as the costless, win-win solution to all problems, or at least the necessary precondition for 

any solution (Daly, 2019, p.1). 

This strand of discourse utilizes a variety of linguistic techniques to deny the intrinsic worth of 

animals in order to appeal to economic and political interests. Although growth and economic gain is 

not explicitly stated as goals of the SWAP program, it is continuously reiterated that conservation 

efforts will deliver economic benefits, highlighting the subtle pervasiveness of capitalistic thinking 

that underpins mainstream conservation initiatives. For example, former Nevada Governor Kenny 

Guinn remarks on Nevada’s SWAP, “Given Nevada’s tremendous population growth and its 

resulting development of open spaces, this Wildlife Action Plan is critical. The effort is cost -

effective because it aims to conserve wildlife before species become rare and more cos tly to protect, 

thereby inhibiting Nevada’s economic progress” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.153). In this context, 

biodiversity loss is only constructed as a problem because it threatens the state’s economic progress. 

Furthermore, the documentation discusses how wildlife conservation is compatible and even 

conducive to growth, stating, “The cooperation, collaboration and goodwill that are the stamp of 

every action plan also offer hope for positive solutions to balance growth and wildlife conservation” 

(Oberbillig, 2006, p.29). The capitalistic goal of perpetual economic growth is injected into state 

conservation plans, reflecting the absolute supremacy of the economic in relation to all other 

spheres. The widespread acceptance of growth as an underlying economic paradigm is fundamentally at 

odds with the biophysical limits of the planet. Conservation strategies within the SWAP documentation do 

not acknowledge these limitations and instead combine growth and conservation as a strategy to prevent 

biodiversity loss. Increasing evidence shows economic growth actually contributes to biodiversity loss via 

greater resource consumption and higher emissions despite the fact many international biodiversity and 

sustainability policies still advocate economic growth (Otero et al., 2020). 

In this growth-centric framing, wildlife conservation is positioned not as an impediment to economic 

progress, but as a strategy that can actually further financial growth and gain. The discourse of the 

SWAP documentation perpetuates the growth paradigm rooted in the enduring story that has shaped 
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Western civilization, which chronicles humanity’s divine right to perpetual economic growth, 

unbound by any natural limits (Stibbe, 2018, p.498). This discourse never fundamentally questions 

the hegemonic ideology of the growth paradigm and views ecological issues as fixable through small 

technical and economic solutions. Growth is never questioned. Instead, it is taken as the uncontested 

status quo, “As our communities grow, we will depend on the actions in the plans to fulfill our 

responsibility for the next generation to safeguard our precious birds, fish, mammals and other 

wildlife before they become more rare and more costly to conserve” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.29). This is 

a form of an assumption, which appear in texts as presuppositions or logical implications, and are 

important because they can render “contentious, positioned and interested representations a matter of 

general common sense” (Stibbe, 2012). The SWAP policy program resists challenging  the political 

and cultural assumptions that lie behind ecological destruction and appears to propagate exactly 

those same assumptions by uncritically incorporating them in their texts (ibid.). In North Carolina’s 

SWAP, the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, using State Wildlife Grant funding, 

developed a Green Growth Toolbox to provide guidance to biologists, planners, developers, and land 

use decision makers by supplying the tools for growth that conserves wildlife and natural resources  

(Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.15). All other concerns in the field of 

conservation are subordinate to the goal of economic growth. Green growth or “improving the 

ecological quality of economic growth” has emerged as a popular environmental-problem solving tactic, 

but strictly maintains the hegemony of eco-economic “win-win” thinking that attempts to legitimize the 

global capitalist economic order where the centrality of economic growth for consumer capitalism remains 

beyond reproach and natural limits to growth are obfuscated (Wanner, 2015, p.27). 

To further reinforce the supremacy of the economic, economic vocabulary is used heavily 

throughout all documentation. In order to set conservation priorities, one of the recommendations in 

the Best Practices guidelines advises state and territories to “list biodiversity assets” and “weight 

assets” (Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.5). Repeatedly, a state’s plan is 

described as an “investment” in their future, such as within California’s SWAP which “represents a 

plan of investment in our natural heritage that will benefit both wildlife and people” (Oberbillig, 

2006, p.47). Catherine Macdonald, Conservation Director of the Nature Conservancy in Oregon, 

writes regarding Oregon’s SWAP, “The Strategy does a great job of identifying investments that will 

provide the greatest benefit to Oregon’s native ecosystems and the plants and animals they support” 

thereby framing wildlife conservation as “investments” in the state’s wellbeing (Oberbillig, 2006, 

p.196). These “wise investments” in conservation promise to provide “ecosystem service s, quality of 

life, and economic benefits to all Oregonians” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.196). Words such as “natural 

capital” are often used to refer to a state or territory’s plants, animals, and marine life. Wisconsin’s 

SWAP focuses on the “species that are part of Wisconsin’s natural heritage” to “identify those that 

most need our attention, and provides a roadmap of conservation actions that we can take to ensure 

that Wisconsin’s natural capital is preserved” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.237). In this story, wildlife are 

positioned as part of a state’s “natural capital,” intricately tied to the state’s economic prosperity. In 

economics, capital not only refers to a quantity of resources, but to their mobilization in production; 

capital is anything being used to produce something else that is valuable for humans (Parrique, 2019, 

p.79).  

Conceptualizing something as capital invites a productivist, anthropocentric, and extractivist 

worldview, where nature enters the process of production and is treated like other factors of 

production that are assumed to be disposable at the will of humans (ibid.). In Washington’s SWAP, 

it is stated that “Washington is home to a large variety of fish and wildlife species  — a natural 

heritage important to the long-term health and economic security of every resident of the state” 

(Oberbillig, 2006, p.233). Capitalistic slogans to convey the SWAP policy program as a smart, 

strategic financial decision are prevalent. Amelia Orton-Palmer, biologist and lead staff person on 

the wildlife action plans in the Mountain-Prairies Region states, “The strategies are large-scale, 

efficient, effective and will give taxpayers the biggest bang for the buck” ( Oberbillig, 2006, p.8). 
This set of vocabulary frames wildlife as a resource and wildlife conservation as the logical, cost-

effective preservation of these resources to ensure the nation’s economic growth is not impaired.  The 

commodification of wildlife, ecosystems, and ecosystem services reduces human-nature relationships to 
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market values. In addition, it neglects the “invisible values” of nature, such as its aesthetic beauty, spiritual 

significance, or the historical socio-ecological relations between humans and nature. This neoliberalisation 

of the fictitious commodity of nature is part of the green growth discourse and the passive revolution to 

counteract environmental crises and maintain the capitalist accumulation and the power relations 

underlying it (Wanner, 2015, p.34). 

An implication of environmental framings concerns the role of valuation, where most environmental 

decisions are made on the basis of economic arguments that consider costs and benefits, usually 

based on monetary values (Mace, 2014). As each state and territory were tasked with defining their 

own species of conservation focus, or “species of greatest conservation need,” for their plans, each 

state and territory developed their own set of criteria to define which species to direct  their 

conservation efforts. In developing their plans, individual states made decisions about which 

taxonomic groups to consider, and which species were in greatest need of conservation within the 

state (Mawdsley & Humpert, 2016). In the Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy for the 

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, selection criteria for marine species includes native 

marine species which are rare or declining, native marine species which appear to be overharvested, 

and native species of importance for social, cultural, economic or subsistence reasons (Oberbillig, 

2006, p.181).  One of the best practices outlined in the Best Practices for State Wildlife Action Plans 

Guidelines instructs states to prioritize species based not on trends but on taxonomic status, 

endemism, geographical range, economic utility, and/or other factors (Association of Fish and 

Wildlife Agencies, 2012, p.5). Furthermore, the environmental issues that impact animals and 

landscapes are constructed as threats to a state’s economy and financial growth. In Minnesota’s 

SWAP, habitat loss and degradation are described as “the most significant problems facing wildlife 

in Minnesota” and these habitat concerns impact “not only species in gr eatest conservation need, but 

also the economic and cultural benefits of a healthy environment, including people’s opportunity to 

enjoy quality outdoor experiences” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.130). Invasive species are defined as “non-

native plants and animals that cause ecological and economic harm” (Oberbillig, 2006, p.126). 

Environmental issues are defined as threats to the growth paradigm and solvable through human 

intervention, maintaining the supremacy of the economic.  This positioning is representative of 

economic rationalism, a subcategory within the discourse category of environmental problem solving as 

identified by Dryzek, defined by its commitment to the intelligent deployment of market mechanisms to 

achieve public ends (Dryzek, 2013, p.122).  

There are numerous problems with economic framings of nature, including how the framings can 

favor the status quo, de-emphasize the intrinsic value of species, and fail to incorporate important 

moral and ethical concerns that humans have for nature; economic frames portray nature as a set of 

resources with cash value, transforming nature into a reflection of the modern corporate state, a 

chain of factories, an assembly line (Stibbe, 2021, p.46). Within this story, animals and  the 

ecosystems they exist as a part of are portrayed only as resources for human use , as inputs for the 

economic machine. It fails to address the structural causes of ecological destruction, often the fault 

of large-scale corporate capitalist actors, with economistic discourse ill equipped to address the 

complex interactions between social-ecological systems that contribute to climate change because 

fiscal tools alone are unlikely to yield the substantive, multifaceted changes that climate change 

necessitates (Dryzek, 2013, p.134). Employing economic rationalism discourse when discussing 

environmental issues privileges the economy above all else, translating complicated social and 

ecological questions into economic problems fixable through technical fixes.  The gravity of the 

current environmental issues facing the world demands large-scale, structural transformations as 

outlined within the transformative conservation concept. Conservation has become more central to 

global mainstream capitalist dynamics, with mainstream capitalism coming to grips with the 

importance of conservation to capitalist processes, the crucial point is that from both the side of 

conservation and from the side of capitalist industry, the link between the two has become more 

intense, accepted and mainstream (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020, pp.21-22).  The language used within 
the SWAP documentation privileges economistic ideology, simply replicating and reproducing the 

long-standing myth of humanity’s right to eternal expansion. Ultimately, this story maintains the 

hegemonic ideology of Anthropocentrism that positions nature as subordinate to humans. Economic 
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rationalism is thoroughly anthropocentric; the hierarchy implicit in economic rationalism between humans 

and the natural world positions nature as only existing to provide inputs to the socioeconomic machine, to 

satisfy human wants and needs (Dryzek, 2013, p.133). Sustainable development rhetoric has encouraged 

economic growth as a central premise for both development and environmental issues rooted in the old 

paradigm in which capitalizing on environmental externalities meant more individual profit and national 

wealth, resulting in both the exploitation of natural and social capital for the development of economic 

capital (Thomas, 2018, p.114). 

6.2. Alternate Stories 

Ideals of dominion, providential mindsets, hierarchical thinking, and theories of continuous 

economic growth accompanied a Linnaean framework of nature, promoting the strict Christian 18th 

century view of the Earth as a “well-oiled machine” have damaged and depleted the natural world 

(Thomas, 2018, p.87). After establishing the dominant ideologies perpetuated within the di scourse of 

the SWAP framework, research shifts to exploring alternative stories to build a more positive, 
productive discourse for American wildlife conservation rooted in transformative conservation 

principles. This also provides an opportunity to reach back into the country’s rich environmentalist 

history and draw upon the insights of past conservation leaders that align with tenets of 

transformative conservation to build novel conservation stories. Underlying the activity of CDA is 

the goal of change. It is possible to discover and highlight new stories that encourage more 

beneficial, sustainable, and harmonious relations with animals and the natural world. The 

interrogation of discourse aligns with one of the goals of deep ecology as discussed by Arne Naess, 

“The essence of deep ecology is to ask deeper questions ,” because in order to inspire a paradigm 

shift, we must be willing to question everything, to abandon all our old concepts and ideas (Devall & 

Sessions, 1985, p.74 cited in Capra & Luisi, 2014, p.13). The following proposed storylines 

represent alternative discourses that can potentially combat the harmful effects perpetuated by the 

dominant ideologies discussed above. These three new, alternative stories are summarized as 

“Honoring the Intrinsic Value of Nature,” “Humans and Nature Rejoined,” and “Decentering the 

Economic.”  

From the six recommendations to empower transformative conservation, this research focuses on 

two that can be influential in changing one’s mental concepts. The two recommendations include the 

linking of societal and personal transformations and the partnering with political movements to 

achieve equitable and just transformation. A change in mindsets can be supported by transformations in 

the way we relate to ourselves, others, the environment, and the future (Wamsler et al., 2020). Strongly 

linking societal and personal transformations is important because transformative conservation 

depends on both “outer” (societal) and “inner” (personal) transformations supporting and reinforcing 

one another, and creating unprecedented ways of living within nature (Fougères et al., 2020, p.11). 

Societal transformation depends upon how collective entities such as families, communities, and 

institutes nurture individual transformations and transformative learning. Personal transformation in 

one’s religion, spirituality, wor ldviews, values, ethics, and behaviors must be combined with 

societal transformation on a large, collective scale in order to systemically improve conservation and 

facilitate cooperative action that transforms human culture, political -economy, and institutions. The 

partnering with political movements to achieve equitable and just transformation is also critical 

because transformative conservation cannot be separated from politics.  Political movements offer 

opportunities for large-scale, societal transformation. This entanglement necessitates methods that 

involve youth, Indigenous people, women, and all manner of marginalized or disadvantaged actors 

in struggles for justice, equity, sustainable development, and the sustainable use of na ture and 

biodiversity (Fougères et al., 2020, p.12).  

6.2.1. Honoring the Intrinsic Value of Nature 

As Muir initially argued years ago during the height of President Roosevelt’s conservation efforts, a 

biocentric view towards wildlife preservation posits that the intrinsic value of natural areas imposes 

a responsibility for humans to protect and respect nature. In the latter part of the 20 th century, many 
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conservationists grounded their mission in the recognition that nonhuman nature is good for its own 

sake and therefore ought to be preserved, founded in the idea of the intrinsic value of nonhuman 

nature, or some part of it (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.367). Over the past decade, the argument that 

nature should be protected because it has intrinsic value has been challenged and increasing ly 

supplanted by an approach emphasizing nature's instrumental value for humans, often called 

ecosystem services (ibid.). Ideals on “dominion” have often encouraged an alarming ignorance 

toward humanity’s position in the universe, obscuring the necessary stewardship of the Earth, and 

thwarting a fuller understanding of human-nature interdependencies (Thomas, 2018, p.115). In A 
Sand County Almanac, Leopold notes that there is not yet an ethic dealing with man's relation to 

land and to the animals and plants which grow upon it, comparing land to Odysseus' slave -girls, 

situating it as property. He writes, “The land-relation is still strictly economic, entailing privileges 

but not obligations” and that the extension of ethics to land is “an evolutionary possibility and an 

ecological necessity” (Leopold, 1949, p.203).  

To subvert anthropocentric ideals, it is necessary to reposition humans in relation to other living and 

non-living forms, with other forms of existence reframed in a way that gives agency to nonhuman 

others in written text (Ross, 2020, pp.355-356). In contrast to the story that portrays animals and 

nature as only resources to be used by humans, a novel story that centers the intrinsic value of nature 

by incorporating ideas from various environmental philosophies and non-Western forms of thought 

may lead to more effective forms of conservation and positive associations w ith the environment. 

Ecological discourse can help to instill a sense of the intrinsic worth of the more-than-human world 

through discourse that treats it as simple commonsense that other species actively lead their own 

lives and that harm to them is something negative in itself, to be avoided as much as possible 

(Stibbe, 2012, p.95). Although this may seem self-evident, animals are often portrayed as resources 

or objects only defined in their relation to their usefulness to human, as evidenced by the discourse 

within the SWAP framework. Endangered species like leatherback turtles, American pikas, and 

flying foxes should not be thought of as “abstract ecological issues” but kin, each imbued with their 

own “wild and precious life” (Jensen et al., 2021, pp.35-38).  Recognizing the natural autonomy and 

agency of animals is a step forward in seeing creatures beyond their instrumental value to humans.  

One can look to the writings of biologist and environmentalist Rachel Carson to see how she 

beautifully details the lives and individualities of creatures and the landscapes in which they exist. 

Credited as the spark of the modern American environmental movement, she imbued science-based 

discourse with qualities of love, wonder, and respect. Science-based discourses are often encouraged 

to be distant, objective, and stripped of any kind of sentimentality. Carson demonstrated the need to 

link science and ethics in decision-making in all her work by presenting a new ecological vision on 

holism, focusing on multi-generational environmental problems and risks in illustrating how 

chemical pollutants also constituted a window into the answer of how human and natural systems fit 

together (Thomas, 2018, p.119). In her famous work, Silent Spring, Carson details the harmful 

effects of pesticides on wildlife and the larger environment. Meticulously, Carson describes the lives 

of birds, mammals, and insects in intricate detail . On the lacewing, Carson writes, “…almost 

invisible against a leaf, is the lacewing, with green gauze wings and golden eyes, shy and secretive, 

descendant of an ancient race that lived in Permian times” (Carson, 1962, p.250). Or on the female 

Polistes wasp, “…taking shelter in a forgotten corner of some attic, carries in her body the fertilized 

eggs, the heritage in which the whole future of her colony depends. She, the lone survivor, will start 

a small paper nest in the spring, lay a few eggs in its cells, and carefully rear a small force of 

workers” (Carson, 1962, p.251). Carson’s reverent yet realistic writing expresses a deep love and 

empathy for the natural world with her intricate, detailed descriptions of each creature’s existence. 

Each being is expressed as an individual rather than a species, making the negative effects of 

chemicals on the lives of these creatures that much more apparent and devastating.  In describing the 

destructive impacts pesticides and pollution have wreaked on aquatic life, the harm is expressed first 

and foremost in terms of the fish themselves, resisting any references to “fisheries” or “marine 
resources” (Stibbe, 2012, p.96). Carson writes, “Soon after the spraying had ended there were 

unmistakable signs that all was not well. Within two days dead and dying fish, including many 

young salmon, were found along the banks of the stream. Brook trout also appeared among the dead 
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fish, and along the roads in the woods birds were dying” (Carson, 1962, p.131). The fish, insects, 

and birds are the principal victims of this ecological harm. By highlighting animals as the affected 

participants in the sentence structure, the framing of the problem is ecocentric rather than 

anthropocentric.   

Like Carson, writer and environmental activist Terry Tempest Williams utilizes language to 

celebrate the delight of natural discovery and insist that each living creature is a wondrous creation, 

highlighting the importance of images and imagination in building empathetic, connective 

relationships with nature through text (Musil, 2014, p.134). As Carson portrayed the perils of 

pesticides and the problem of nuclear weapons as twin signals of human hubris, so too does 

Williams, who sees our failure to empathize with others, and with other species, as the heart of our 

current ecological and ethical crisis (Musil, 2014, p.124). These sentiments coalesce with elements 

from the deep ecology movement, which highlights the intrinsic value of nature and its inhabitants. 

Deep ecology is an environmental philosophy and social movement that promotes the inherent worth 

of all living beings regardless of their instrumental utility to humans. The deep ecology movement 

rejects the human-in-environment image in favor of the relational, total-field image: organisms as knots in 

the biospherical net or field of intrinsic relations (Naess, 2005, p.7). The question of values is a defining 

characteristic of deep ecology. Whereas the mechanistic paradigm is based on anthropocentric 

(human-centered) values, deep ecology is grounded in ecocentric (Earth-centered) values; it is a 

worldview that acknowledges the inherent value of nonhuman life, recognizing that all living beings 

are members of ecological communities, bound together in networks of interdependencies (Capra & 

Luisi, 2014, p.14). It argues that humans must radically change their relationship to nature from one 

that values nature solely for its usefulness to humans to one that recognizes that nature has an 

inherent value. In reaction to the devaluing of nonhuman life inherent in “shallow ecology,” deep 

ecology explicitly states that the wellbeing and flourishing of human and nonhuman life on Earth 

have value in themselves and that these values are independent of the usefulness of the nonhuman 

world for human purposes (Stibbe, 2012, p.94). Although Carson and women writers before her have 

been accused of sentimentality, naïveté, soft science, and anthropomorphism in describing animals, 

for Williams these are accolades, not assaults, writing, “I am not afraid of being thought a 

sentimentalist when I say I believe natural beauty has a necessary place in t he spiritual development 

of any individual or any society” (Musil, 2014, p.131). Sentimentality and spirituality should not be 

shamed in conservation discourse, but embraced. Compassion and empathy represent the 

transformative skills within this new story. A mindset of compassion and responsibility that embodies 

values such as love, solidarity, respect, kindness, and understanding comprise a set of skills that allow 

individuals to see and meet themselves, others and the world with care, humility, and integrity (Wamsler et 

al., 2020, p.231). Rather than trying to avoid the ethical beliefs inherent in conservation, perhaps 

conservationists should instead bring ethics to the frontline of conservation planning and policy, to 

influence and inspire the transformative moral change that arguably needs to occur as we make 

meaningful steps toward a sustainable future (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.373).  

Indigenous scholars have opposed mainstream Western conceptions of nature as a reservoir of goods 

and services, positing that everything is related and humans are not the only beings to possess 

liveliness, agency, or purposiveness (Eichler & Baumeister, 2018, p.80).  As transformative 

conservation recommends empowering Indigenous communities and honoring Indigenous 

knowledge, this also means investigating modes of just transitions that affirm lifeways based on 

harmony with nature and respect for the sacred, Indigenous rights, law, self-determination, and 

territorial and food sovereignty, Indigenous languages as the vehicle for knowledge and wisdom, and 

a rejection of toxic industries and nature as a commodity in favor of r egenerative economies 

(Fougères et al., 2020, p.12). Indigenous knowledge has been defined as “a cumulative body of 

knowledge, practice, and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and handed down through generations by 

cultural transmission about the relationship of living beings (including humans) with one another and with 

their environment” (Berkes, 2012, p.8 cited in Hessami et al., 2021). An investigation within the myriad 
of Indigenous views on the nonhuman is fruitful in creating a more positive, productive discourse on 

wildlife conservation. This investigation recognizes that Indigenous communities are not a 

monolithic entity and the phrase “Indigenous knowledge” is a broad term when referring to the 
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traditional values, worldviews, practices, and psycho-spiritual consciousness of diverse native 

groups (Nelson, 2015). The recognition of the rights of people, especially women, Indigenous 

groups, local communities, youths, and farmers, to participate in and contribute knowledge to 

transparent public policy and international conservation and development decision -making is central 

(Fougères et al., 2020, p.8). Learning from alternative perspectives may enhance mainstream 

conservation efforts by reorienting the relationship between humans and nature as well as providing 

different forms of knowledge systems, such as detailed local information over greater time scales in 

understanding our changing environment in ways Western scientific methods alone cannot (Eichler & 

Baumeister, 2018).  

 

There are several Indigenous activist groups, organizations, and initiatives currently working to 

transform approaches to environmental issues, spread different forms of knowledge, and promote 

justice and healing for both people and the planet. Those most concerned with social and cultural 

issues convey the critical importance of understanding human’s sense of place and integral role in 

the web of life, a trend being led by Native organizations such as the Cultural Conservancy and  the 

Indigenous Environmental Network, and with ally organizations such as the Indigenous Knowledge 

program of Bioneers, Pachamama Alliance, and many others (Nelson, 2015).  The Pachamama 

Alliance draws its roots from the Amazon rainforest to design programs that integrate Indigenous 

wisdom with modern knowledge to support personal and collective, transformation as a catalyst to 

forge an environmentally sustainable, spiritually fulfilling, socially just human presence on this 

planet (Pachamama Alliance, 2021). One of the organization’s guiding principles states that “human 

beings are not separate from each other or Nature, we are totally interrelated and our ac tions have 

consequences to all. What we do to others we do to ourselves. What we do to the Earth we do to 

ourselves” (ibid.). This belief, that human beings are not separate from each other or nature, can 

cultivate a more empathetic, caring discourse that builds substantive emotional connections with 

nature and wildlife. Incorporating different forms of knowledge helps empower actors and co-create 

more positive stories to reorganize society. This kind of story involves care and forgiveness regarding 

humanity’s history, and previous and future generations, and is thus an intersectional, decolonial approach 

to radical love for people and land (Wamsler et al., 2020, p.231). 

 

Furthermore, this new type of story that honors the intrinsic value of nature should drift from 

highlighting the “spectacle of nature” to honoring “everyday nature.” This story allows reconnection 

with the nonhuman as nature is no longer seen as something outside or separate from ourselves . It 

then becomes something that we are all deeply embedded in. It also promotes the appreciation and 

recognition of the inherent worth of nature in all its forms, not just a select few areas falsely deemed 

“pure” or “immaculate” that is worthy of protection. Because conceptions of wilderness tend to 

privilege some parts of nature at the expense of others, we must also celebrate the wildness in our 

own backyards (Cronon, 1996). Mainstream conservation depends on particular forms of 

communication that often center the “spectacle of nature,”  particularly in the U.S. with heavy 

emphasis on protected areas in the form of National Parks, nature preserves, and other manmade 
constructions that sell a mythic “untouched” nature. These entities still have value in the 

preservation of biodiversity, but should be examined critically and not presented as the definitive 

solution to conservation. Alternative visions of conservation should transition from a spectacle 

approach and instead focus on everyday nature in all its splendor and mundaneness, because it is in 

mundaneness rather than spectacle that we can find the most meaningful engagement with nature; 

conservation should be reintegrated into daily life and all other domains of policy and action rather 

than something we do only in protected areas or when donating to  an NGO (Büscher & Fletcher, 

2020, pp.171-172). Leopold wrote that some of the most engaging land-human experiences were 

made possible by wide expanses of lightly peopled places. However, he also knew it was not only 

such vast ecologically intact expanses that could inspire people, and a single blossom of the tiniest 

of flowers, a small suburban garden, or a flock of birds visiting a cow pasture all had stories to tell 

of nature’s ecological and evolutionary odysseys, stories available to any person  with ears to hear 

and eyes to see (Warren, 2016, pp.291-292). As has been emphasized by non-Western and 

Indigenous communities and scholars for centuries, the wealth of nature does not lie in how it 
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enables the accumulation and privatization of capital,  it lies in the manifold ways in which it allows 

all humans to live convivial lives (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020, pp.174-175). This new conservation 

story rejects capital-inspired ways of rendering visible the value of nature, and instead become a part 

of broader structures that share all the metaphorical wealth that nature provides (ibid.).  

6.2.2.  Humans and Nature Rejoined 

Environmental ethicists have long decried the Western human-nature dichotomy as a fundamental 

problem of the modern age which must be dissolved to curb the trend of increasingly irreversible 

environmental degradation (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.374). Although belonging to different time 

periods, Carson, Muir, Leopold, and Thoreau shared the conviction that humans needed to reconnect 

to the nonhuman world and often rebuked the dominant conceptions of the relationship between 

humans and nature that proliferated during their times (Lytle, 2007, p.204). By utilizing language to 

position humans as equal to and interconnected with nature, stories that hea l the human-nature 

divide can manifest in discourse. As transformative conservation advocates, using the terminology 
of systems thinking, particularly the conceptualization of socio-ecological systems, is influential in 

reconstituting the relationship between humans and nature as that of connection rather than 

separation. Transformative conservation posits that humanity’s views of nature and bioethics give 

meaning to our relationships with the world around us, whether a sense of interconnectedness and 

humility, or of dissociation and dominion (Fougères et al., 2020, p.5). Resilience thinking presents 

an approach that embraces human and natural systems as complex interacting systems continually 

adapting through cycles of change (Walker & Salt, 2006, p.10). Systems thinking is conducive to 

positive change while mechanistic, reductionist worldviews represent an obstacle to transformation 

(Fougères et al., 2020, p.5). Thoreau is heralded as the first genuine American environmentalist 

because he represents the first complete break with dominant Linnaean-style thinking that viewed 

the world as eternally perfect and whole and admonished the idea of a static nature existing 

exclusively for man’s benefit (Thomas, 2018, p.66).  

 

In the 20th century, Leopold expanded upon Thoreau’s holistic vision of the world, proposing an 

early conceptualization of systems thinking, and worked to reorient deeply embedded ideals of 

dominion and hierarchy during his time. Leopold enabled a nonanthropocentric environmental ethic 

and presented a proto-sustainability approach. Leopold did not trade-off between economic and 

environmental values, but instead forged a sustainability ethic that favored restoring and preserving 

biodiversity as most beneficial to both nature and humans (Thomas, 2018, p.112). As an 

accomplished forester, Leopold worked during the Progressive Era observing firsthand the concept 

of ecological interdependency and the wide range of human-natural relationships that could either 

help or harm ecosystem integrity (Thomas, 2018, p.95). An ecologist and academic, Leopold 

expanded upon as well as challenged many of the principles he learned from the Pinchot -influenced 

Yale School of Forestry he attended. Leopold mastered an understanding of local and regional 

conservation issues, serving in leadership roles on many boards, committees, and councils designed 

specially to protect wildlife and agricultural soils and employ early sustainability principles, unlike 

almost any of his predecessors, Leopold demonstrated a transdisciplinary approach to sustainability 

(Thomas, 2018, p.96). It is evident that there exist complex interdependencies between people and 

ecosystems, which has already been realized centuries ago. New stories much encourage a shift in 

perception that dismisses the idea of people and nature as separate parts to connected beings belonging to 

interdependent social-ecological systems.  

 

The shift from an overly utilitarian conservation perspective from managing nature to maximize the 

value of the human condition to a more nuanced one that recognizes the two-way, dynamic 

relationships between people and nature highlights the importance of cultural structures and 

institutions for developing sustainable and resilient interactions between human societies and the 

natural environment (Mace, 2014). Integrating the language and concepts within systems thinking 

and resilience theory that assert we are all part of linked systems of humans and nature helps forge a 

new story of interdependence that can repair the human-nature divide. Leopold’s work captures the 

essence of resilience thinking as it realized the interconnections between systems of humans and 
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nature as partners in co-evolution, embraced a holistic view encompassing multiple scales and 

perspectives, discerned the importance of diversity in systems, and resisted of command and control 

policies of management. In A Sand County Almanac, Leopold built foundational principles and 

developed a theory of interconnectivity and the maintenance of resilience that took all the lessons of 

ecology and applied them to the policy science and regional planning (Thomas, 2018, p.101). 

Leopold calls for a new environmental ethic as a mode of guidance, writing, “All ethics so far 

evolved rest upon a single premise: that the individual is a member of a community of 

interdependent parts […] The land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to in clude 

soils, waters, plants and animals, or collectively: the land” (Leopold, pp. 203-204). Leopold 

facilitated a new paradigm, a holistic worldview that saw the world as an integrated whole with 

humans and natures as interconnected entities. This view is reflective of social-ecological systems 

thinking. A realization that we are, none of us, our full selves without our community; life is a series 

of relationships, not an assemblage of separate parts (Jensen et al., 2021, p.373). Deep ecological 

awareness recognizes the fundamental interdependence of all phenomena and the fact that, as 

individuals and societies, we are all embedded in and ultimately dependent on the cyclical processes 

of nature (Capra & Luisi, 2014, p.12). Leopold’s ecological comprehension o f nature helped shift 

the popular view of land to that of an integrated whole (Warren, 2016, p.348).  

 

With an emphasis on preserving the integrity, stability, and beauty of natural communities, 

Leopold’s land ethic defines the concept of the “biotic community” separate from any discussion on 

human needs or resource flows. This land ethic sought to promote an all-encompassing vision 

linking the entire community of life, people included (Warren, 2016, pp.346-347). “In short, a land 

ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land community to plain member and 

citizen of it. It implies respect for his fellow-members, and also respect for the community as such” 

(Leopold, 1949, p.204). Rather than the singular focus on certain species or habitats prevalent in 

mainstream conservation discourse, systems concepts recognize the complex, interdependent nature 

of all life on Earth. Conservation must reject the false human-nature dichotomy and fundamentally 

envision a conservation ethic that does not separate humans and nature as the mainstay of 

conservation through protected areas has long done and continues to do (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020, 

pp. 160-161). Perspective-seeking and relationality are transformative skills embodied in this story, 

relating to the ability to see and bring in more perspectives for a broader understanding of one’s self, 

others, and the whole. Moving towards a mindset of community based on a deeper “connection with our 

body, others, and causes” ultimately transforming the way we relate to others and the environment 

(Wamsler et al., 2020, p.231). The other kind of power discussed earlier in this paper, power as 

empowerment of others, can be embodied in the task of creating new stories. Empowerment in this sense 

refers to facilitating connectedness. The ideal structure for exerting this kind of power is not the hierarchy 

but the network, the central metaphor of the ecological paradigm, because in a social network, people are 

empowered by being connected to the network (Capra & Luisi, 2014, p.14). 

 

Building a new discourse that bridges the human-nature divide provides an additional opportunity to 
explore Indigenous conceptions of humanity’s place within nature in place of Western hegemonic thought 

that reflects a mechanistic Cartesian view of dualism. Western, mercantile, capitalist, and expansionist 

worldviews have historically promoted environmentally destructive behavior and continue to exploit 

ecosystems and human beings alike (Thomas, 2018, p.86). The challenge within conservation is to stop 

thinking of things according to an uncompromising set of bipolar moral scales in which the human and the 

nonhuman, the unnatural and the natural, the fallen and the unfallen, serve as our conceptual map for 

understanding and valuing the world (Cronon 1996). This invites an analysis of Indigenous knowledge, 

ways of knowing and being, and theories of transformation. Focusing on stories that enable humans 

to truly live alongside nature in a harmonious way is the key to more effective conservation 

initiatives. For example, the organization Bioneers promotes Indigenous approaches to solve the Earth’s 

most pressing environmental and social issues, arguing that we can “shift our course to re-imagine how to 

live on Earth in ways that honor the web of life, each other, and future generations” (Bioneers, 2021). The 

Cultural Conservancy outlines various cosmovisions from some of the Indigenous communities they 

partner with that guide their environmental work, which can provide the philosophical underpinnings for a 
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novel discourse that reassembles the relationship between humans and nature. Mino-bimadaziwin embodies 

a cultural value and mandate from the Anishinaabe of Turtle Island to live a good, healthy life committed to 

continuous re-birth of the gifts of Creation, while Mālama ʻāina represents a Hawaiian cultural value that 

outlines human’s kuleana (responsibility) to take care of that which nourishes you, to take care of the land 

and elements that give us life (The Cultural Conservancy, 2021). The myth of separation and scarcity 

represents a barrier to human cooperation, kindness, and empathy (Pachamama Alliance, 2021). In contrast 

to the way in which the NAMWC regards nonhuman beings as objects, many Indigenous perspectives view 

these beings as subjects. According to the Lakota scholar Vine Deloria Jr., “Everything in the natural world 

has relationships with every other thing and the total set of relationships makes up the natural world as we 

experience it,” put differently, no one human or nonhuman exists independently of relationships; all things 

are connected to one another, and, importantly for Deloria, these relationships are lively (Deloria Jr., 1999, 

p.34 cited in Eichler & Baumeister, 2018, p.80). As denoted by Henry Lickers, Biologist and member of 

the Turtle Clan of the Seneca Nation, “First Nations people view themselves not as custodians, stewards or 

having dominion over the Earth, but as an integrated part in the family of the Earth” (Lickers, 2007 cited in 

Hessami et al., 2021). These statements align with Leopold’s land ethic that reorients humans as fellow 

members within the land community. Language that emphasis connection and interdependence rather than 

separation and domination should be employed alongside metaphors discussed such as “family,” 

“community,” or “web” in this new story. With an emphasis on diversity and symbiosis, the so-called 

struggle of life and survival of the fittest should be reframed in the ability to coexist and cooperate in 

complex relationships, rather than an ability to kill, exploit, and suppress (Naess, 2005, p.8). When the 

false ideology of human-nature separation is eliminated, the human-nature divide can be healed.   

6.2.3. Decentering the Economic 

When he examined nature, Thoreau “saw not a flawless Newtonian machine” of his contemporaries and 

“could not avoid the inescapable awareness of violent ecological change caused by economic development” 

(Thomas, 2018, p.63). The ideological supremacy of the economic bleeds into conservation discourse, 

evidence of society’s obsession with limitless development, growth, and prosperity. Use of economic 

language and the imbuing of economic goals within conservation discourse is ultimately harmful to 

environmentalist causes because the natural limits of the planet are incompatible with capitalistic aims. 

Underlining the common ways of writing and speaking in industrial societies are stories of unlimited 

economic growth as the main goal of society, of the accumulation of unnecessary goods as a path towards 

self-improvement, of progress and success defined narrowly in terms of technological innovation and 

profit, and of nature as something separate from humans, a mere stock of resources to be exploited (Stibbe, 

2021, p.3). Over 150 years ago, Thoreau thought being a servant of our economy and institutions was 

neither natural nor necessary, and recognized the falsity of a life built on luxury and marshaled by 

government and corporations (Thomas, 2018, p.81). In Walden, Thoreau writes, “Most of the luxuries, and 

many of the so called comforts of life, are not only not indispensable, but positive hindrances to the 

elevation of mankind” (Thoreau, 1854, p.22). Furthermore, Thoreau believed the emerging industrial 

economic system led to destruction, lamenting that settling Europeans had eradicated most native 

mammalian populations, and wrote that the newly aggressive and expansive economic system degraded 

humanity’s view of the environment (Thomas, 2018, p.63).  

 

Using insight from Thoreau who astutely observed the dire effects of a society built on exploitation and 

destruction years prior, a new story can be formed that rejects these activities. The deep ecology movement 

assumes an anticlass posture, arguing that the modern-day diversity of human ways of life is in part due to 

exploitation and suppression on the part of certain groups and, although the exploiter lives differently from 

the exploited, both are adversely affected in their potentialities for self-realization (Naess, 2005, p.8). 

Therefore, a new more sustainable story must explore alternative language as well as economic models that 

dethrone the pervasive growth paradigm. As Leopold’s idea of an ecological comprehension of nature 

aided farmers and land managers in moving away from an oversimplified, resource-oriented view of land to 

seeing it as an integrated whole, so too can new language, framings, and conceptualizations transform 

nature from a stock of economic resources to a holistic organism. Resisting the use of economic language 

in spheres outside of the economy is powerful. Rather than using the term “resource” which carries 

anthropocentric and productivist connotations, the Bolivian Law n°300 (2012) describes nature as la Madre 
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Tierra (Mother Earth), a linguistic coding that allows for a more caring and respectful attitude towards the 

environment (Parrique, 2019, p.79). Alternatively, using phrasing like “nature’s contributions to people” 

instead of “ecosystem services” removes economistic conceptualizations of the Earth’s natural functions.   

 

Global biodiversity and sustainability policies generally advocate economic growth and have ambiguous 

positions regarding its effects on biodiversity, reflecting the widespread assumption that growth is needed 

to secure prosperity, despite increasing evidence that, under certain conditions, high levels of social 

wellbeing may be achievable without or beyond growth (Otero et al., 2020). Conservation initiatives that 

seek to preserve biodiversity must also separate themselves from capitalistic aims. The growth paradigm is 

inherently flawed within the biophysical limitations of the planet as the economy is an open subsystem of 

the Earth, a finite, non-growing entity (Daly, 2019, p.1). The contradictory phrase “sustainable growth” or 

“green growth” prevalent in much modern day environmental discourse is only used to defuse debate on 

the limits to growth as well as conflicts between environmental sustainability and the sustainability of 

growth (Wanner, 2015). Within the SWAP discourse, the biophysical and social limits to growth are never 

discussed. Although growth can be marketed as “greener,” new substitutes and alternatives have resource 

requirements and life-cycle impacts (Kallis et al., 2018, p.296). Foremost in a new conservation story is the 

understanding that perpetual growth is incompatible with life on a finite planet, which forces the rejection 

of economic growth and the contracting of economies (Jensen et al., 2021, p.368). Transformative 

conservation opposes the growth paradigm, highlighting the inherent contradiction that a growth paradigm 

creates between ever-increasing resource consumption and human prosperity, with the former invariably 

undermining the latter (Fougères et al., 2020, p.12). Consequently, drawing inspiration from economic 

models that are regenerative, sustaining, and do not center growth is critical in formulating a new story that 

no longer views nature solely through an economic lens. This story is embedded in the belief that we must 

change what we value within society. It highlights the importance of engaging ethically and being 

reflective on the values which are societies are built upon, considering “what is best for the planet” and a 

“sense of solidarity,” “a critical mindset,” and “passion” necessary to adequately address environmental 

problems (Wamsler et al., 2020, p.231) 

Pragmatism, economics, and utility are all mainstream values underlying globalized Western 

capitalist society that seep into conservation efforts, but many cultures across the world value the 

nonhuman world differently (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.373). Different worldviews and modes of 

living that honor values of solidarity, longevity, interconnectedness, sufficiency, and qualitative 

enhancements should be prioritized (Daly, 2019, p.1). The exploration of positive visions of a shared 

future regarding low, zero, or negative growth pathways compatible with ambitious biodiversity and 

wellbeing targets can encourage a shift away from the current growth-based development model, 

where new scenarios can be explored (Otero et al., 2020). One planning concept put forth by 

transformative conservation includes the circular economy, which reuse s the material components of 

consumer goods, utilizes renewable energy, and eliminates waste through product design that targets 

regeneration (Fougères et al., 2020, p.11). The concept of the circular economy is an emerging 

strategic vision that aims to decouple economic growth and environmental impacts by r educing the 

use of raw material to revert the extractive model of the current economic system, encourage reuse 

practices, and increase the recyclability of goods (D’Alisa, 2019, p.29). Similarly, the concept of 

degrowth represents a process of political and social transformation that reduces a society’s 

throughput while improving the quality of life of citizens. Degrowth critiques the ideology behind 

the economic growth dogma, assesses alternatives to growth-based development, and advocates for a 

radical political and economic reorganization to drastically reduce resource and energy throughput 

(Kallis et al., 2018, p.292). Simply, the degrowth hypothesis argues that it is possible to organize a 

transition and live well under a different political -economic system with a drastically smaller 

resource throughput (ibid.).  

Ecosocialism proposes a radical alterative economic policy founded on the non-monetary criteria of 

social needs and ecological equilibrium, arguing against the rationality of capitalistic accumulation, 

expansion, and development propelled by short-sighted calculations (Löwy, 2019, p.172). Buen vivir 

or “living well” express a collection of South American perspectives which share a radical 

questioning of development and other core components of modernity  while offering alternatives 
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beyond, is an ontological opening to other forms of understanding the relationship between humans 

and non-humans which do not imply the modern separation between society and nature (Chuji et al., 

2019, p.111). It is heterodox in that it hybridizes Indigenous elements with internal critiques of  

modernity and, although there is no single vision, there exist shared components: the critique of  

consumerism, commoditizing of nature, and development because of its obsession with economic 

growth and the proposal of alternatives that are post-capitalist and post-socialist that disengage from 

growth and focus on the complete satisfaction of human needs from the standpoin t of austerity 

(Chuji et al., 2019, p.112). Envisioning a novel story for conservation discourse that synthes izes the 

values from these alternative models that prioritize regeneration and quality of life enhancements 

while rejecting ecological and social exploitation facilitates the decentering of the economic in all 

other aspects of life. Inherently, unfettered capitalism stands as a contradiction to ecological 

rationality and the long-term protection of nature. Creating a new story that centers the ecological 

over the economic can influence a shift in mindsets that no longer defines the world through 

economic terms and enables new ways of seeing, relating to, and valuing the world around us.  

7. Discussion 

There exists a tangible link between ways of seeing, encountering, and valuing the world and ways 

of acting, personally, politically, and legally that influence reality in concrete ways, where values, 

images, and beliefs come alive in laws that channel human energy to shape the world (Purdy, 2015, 

pp.7-8). Conservationists today use different practices to achieve a range of objectives, but all work 

to realize some idea about how the world ought to be (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.367). The 

discourse crafted by conservation agencies plays an important role in influencing how the public 

relates to, values, and understands nature, animals, and the problem of biodiversity l oss. 

Conservation discourse possesses power in creating the very terms with which politics is conducted 

(Hajer & Versteeg, 2005, p.181).  This research aimed to uncover the dominant ideologies within the 

SWAP discourse that may be hindering effective wildlife conservation and explore new, alternative 

stories inspired by tenets of transformative conservation to revolutionize mainstream conservation 

within the U.S. Because Foucaultian approaches to discourse analysis understand power and 

knowledge as entwined, creating a joint understanding of the world and developing knowledge 

following particular conceptual guidelines, as done by the SWAP framework, is power (Hajer & 

Versteeg, 2005, p.181). This research was driven by the recognition that confronting  the core of 

ecological issues requires a fundamental reconsideration of the stories on which Western cultures are 

founded upon because the root of our current environmental problems are ingrained in the 

destructive, exploitative ideologies societies have been built upon.  

The three stories constructed and perpetuated within the SWAP documentation are summarized as  

“Human Centrality,” “Animals as Resources,” and “The Supremacy of the Economic.” Each of these 

ideologies influences how American wildlife professionals, conservationists, scientists, and the 

public conceptualizes conservation issues and forms solutions to these problems. Ultimately, each 

story has the potential to perpetuate ecologically destructive behavior by maintaining the human -

nature divide, preserving the belief that man is dominant over nature, and prioritizing economistic 

thinking that views nature only as a trove of resources to be used and consumed.  The common 

rhetoric of mainstream conservationists continues to reinforce separations between people, which is 

most visible in the continued enforcement of conventional protected areas, but also in newer market -

based mechanisms such as ecotourism, payments for environmental services, and species banking 

which all combine conservation and development (Büscher & Fletcher, 2020, p.55). By recognizing 

the potentially harmful effects of these stories and how they can inhibit conservation efforts, novel 

stories can be created that reframe humans, nature, and conservation in a more holistic, empathetic, 

and compassionate way. Dismantling the human-nature dichotomy could potentially decenter 

humans from the moral universe into a more evolutionarily and ethically accurate place alongside 

the rest of the world’s biota (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.374). 

The story of “Human Centrality” reiterates the longstanding anthropocentric belief that humans are 

the crown of creation, the source of all value, the measure of all things (Seed, 2019). Like “Animals 
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as Resources,” this story enables environmental destruction and alienation by instilling a sense of 

divine primacy, where the exploitation of animals is understood as natural and due to the falsely 

perceived inherently superior intelligence and power of humanity. This framing perpetuates the 

belief that humanity possesses the right to conquer and subordinate nature and all its creatures. 

Anthropocentrism, a form of human-centeredness that subordinates everything in nature to human 

concerns, exists as one of the primary drivers of ecological degradation . The “Animals as 

Resources” ideology paints wildlife only as resources to be used by humans, undermining their 

intrinsic worth and maintaining an attitude of human superiority over the natural world. Portraying 

animals and plants only as resources conveys the idea that humans have the right to use, consume, 

and exploit nature for their own gain. When animals are only conceived in terms of their usefulness 

to humans, their intrinsic worth is denied. This narrative unwittingly positions nature as existing to 

serve human interests, implying that nonhuman nature is only considered in terms of human need 

and convenience (Ross, 2020, p.358). This framing discourages the cultivation of empathy with 

nonhuman nature and only furthers distance between humans and nature. The problem with the 

concept of “wildlife resources” and the claim that nonhuman animals, plants, and land are “resources” 

implies that the primary relationship between humans and the world is one in which humans, existing apart 

from the world, dominate, extract, and consume the world for their benefit (Eichler & Baumeister, 2018, 

p.80). The term “resource” discourages the formation of meaningful connections that may inspire a 

deeper conservation ethic. Finally, “The Supremacy of the Economic” story mainta ins capitalist 

hegemony where the market rules supreme. Nature is reduced to commoditized parts that only exist 

to satisfy the socioeconomic machine and fuel the never-ending goal of growth. This story denies the 

intrinsic value of animals and plants, commodifies nature into a reflection of the modern corporate 

state, and bolsters the myth of humanity’s divine right to perpetual economic growth.  The natural 

limits to economic growth are never explored. Each of these stories maintains the social and 

economic status quo and fails to address the structural causes of biodiversity loss. When a society’s 

success is viewed only through levels of growth, it will inevitably lead to the overconsumption and 

depletion of the world’s limited resources because there exists environmental limits to economic 

expansion. The theme of green growth within this discourse is deeply embedded in neoliberal capitalism 

and constitutes another form of a “passive revolution” to neutralize counter-hegemonic challenges to 

neoliberal capitalism and its interests, such as arguments about limits to economic growth based on 

environmental grounds and the planet’s limited carrying capacity, thereby expanding the economization of 

capitalist society-nature relationships without the need for radical change of these relationships (Wanner, 

2015, pp.23-24). Each of these three stories uncovered within the SWAP discourse maintains 

humanity’s power over nature, and firmly constructs the issue  of conservation and biodiversity loss 

as a threat to human wellbeing and economic prosperity.  

Recognizing the moments in which human dominion is enacted within eco-centric discourse is fundamental 

to the efficacy of environmental conservation efforts because governance processes influencing 

conservation targets are embedded with power asymmetries that need to be acknowledged and managed 

(Raymond et al., 2022, p.258). Increasing evidence shows that dominant power dynamics in such processes 

and the diversity of interests that stakeholders may have, such as in the case of environmental protection 

versus economic development, raise important implications for conservation outcomes (ibid.). After 

identifying the potentially negative impacts associated with the ideologies underpinning wildlife 

conservation as expressed through the discourse of the conservation plans, novel ideas regarding how the 

American wildlife conservation model may be revolutionized with insight from transformative conservation 

are explored. Ecolinguistics posits that the discourses which harm nature and people must be addressed 

through identification and resistance as well as the establishment of new, positive stories to live by. 

Aligned with Meadows’ conceptualization of leverage points in a system, this research was particularly 

concerned with changing the mental concepts that underline mainstream conservation in America and 

understanding how recommendations within transformative conservation can be applied effectively to alter 

the paradigms underlining this system. As Capra and Luisi argue, in order to encourage a paradigm shift, 

we must question every aspect of the old paradigm (Capra & Luisi, 2014, p.13). Deep ecology asks 

profound questions about the foundations of our modern, scientific, industrial, growth-oriented, 

materialistic worldview and way of life; deep ecology questions dominant paradigms from an ecological 
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perspective, from the perspective of our relationships to one another, to future generations, and to the web 

of life of which we belong (ibid.).   

The alternative stories created were influenced by the recommendations within the transformative 

conservation framework, particularly centered on the tenets of linking of societal and personal 

transformations and the partnering with political movements to achieve equitable and just transformation. 

Therefore, three new, alternative, positive stories were introduced to combat the negative impacts of the 

dominant ideologies identified. From this grounding, the new storylines are summarized as “Honoring the 

Intrinsic Value of Nature,” “Humans and Nature Rejoined,” and “Decentering the Economic.” Each of 

these three new stories attempts to reverse the negative effects of the dominant ideologies within the SWAP 

discourse and build more inclusive, ethical, and productive stories to encourage effective and impactful 

conservation efforts. Each story derives inspiration from Indigenous forms of knowledge, non-Western 

beliefs, alternative environmental philosophies, and insight from historical American conservation leaders 

that align with the tenets of transformative conservation, that believe in radical political and economic 

reorganization. The stories are situated in the belief that all living creatures are intimately connected and 

the flourishing of human and nonhuman life on Earth have value in themselves. By crafting the potential 

framework for these new stories, the negative impacts of the dominant ideologies are highlighted and the 

possibility of alterative stories is imagined. The intellectual shift toward socio-ecological systems thinking, 

“People and Nature” framings, and even the Anthropocene prove potentially promising in blurring the 

boundaries between humans and nature (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.374). 

7.1. Relationship with Previous Research 

The results within this research corroborate existing criticism leveraged against mainstream wildlife 

discourse. The journal ECOS: A Review of Conservation contains several articles written by 

conservationists frustrated with the managerial, hypertechnical nature of the discourse that structures 

their profession and provide their own insights into language and connection with nature (Stibbe, 

2012, p.192). One conservation manager describes “the invasion of misguided targets and 

measurement in conservation, and the associated vacuous management culture which can sever the 

link with real wildlife and real places” and recommends an alternative discourse that  emphasizes the 

savage beauty of nature through poetic language (Wain, 2007, p.1 cited in Stibbe, 2012, p.192). As 

Naess expresses, ecologists are irreplaceable informants in any society, and sometimes must serve 

those who deliberately ignore the wider perspectives, but always maintain the power to resist 

positions in which they submit themselves to institutions or planners with limited ecological 

perspectives (Naess, 2005, p.9). Many conservationists have observed their professional life 

becoming increasingly distant from reality, feeling as if they are immersed in a world of 

abstractions, targets, statistics, and simulations (Stibbe, 2012, p.193). This analysis is based in much 

of Stibbe’s conclusions regarding the power of discourse to shape human relations with animals and 

nature, and the calling for new forms of language that inspire connection, care, and sustainability. 

Furthermore, the idea of changing the stories we live by to cultivate positive change has its roots in 

Indigenous theories of transformation. As described by the Pachamama Alliance, “People’s actions 

are correlated with how they see the world, the story they tell themselves about the world. 

Transforming the way that people see and relate to the world and the possibilities they see for the 

future is a powerful way to effect social change” (Pachamama Alliance, 2021). The Cultural 

Conservancy argues that societies and institutions change only when people change, and is 

committed to a process of “inter-cultural cross-pollination where ideas, languages, models, skills, 

teachings, technologies can mix together in fertile and beneficial ways” wi th programs to strengthen 

and build communities, networks, and movements (Nelson, 2013).   

Although systems terminology is still not prevalent, more recent conservation efforts in the U.S. have 

promoted a growing emphasis on landscape-oriented approaches. Capra and Luisi posit that the early 21st 

century is being shaped by a profound change of paradigms, characterized by a shift of metaphors from the 
world as a machine to the world as a network (Capra & Luisi, 2014, p.12). In 2018, the AFWA adopted a 

resolution on landscape conservation and in 2020, the AFWA President’s Task Force on Shared Science & 
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Landscape Conservation Priorities recommended that a work group be convened to develop 

recommendations on how SWAPs can become even more effective at improving range-wide conservation 

of SGCN contributing to regional or national landscape conservation priorities (Association of Fish and 

Wildlife Agencies, 2021, p.4).  Furthermore, a shift in conservation rhetoric that centers the “People and 

Nature” view as described by Mace is growing in acceptance and popularity within conservation 

movements and therefore the discourse that comprise these movements. There is now a wider acceptance 

regarding the notion that people are part of ecosystems and, although the tendency to treat people and 

nature as separate units in discourse and analysis has been reduced, it has not been completely eliminated 

(Mace, 2014). Conservation agencies in America still focus primarily on a species and protected areas 

approach to conservation, but there are increasing discussions on a “People and Nature” framing. However, 

because the SWAPs still remain the guiding plans for state conservation efforts and are only required to be 

updated every ten years, practical and ideological changes within these conservation plans are slow.  

Human-centric narratives on biodiversity loss are still dominant in much of the conservation realm. 

As expressed by the Living Planet Report 2020, “To protect human health, we must protect nature” 

(WWF, 2020). Within the sphere of conservation, some attitudes and values are changing, while some 

framings and constructions remain the same. Although the instrumental value of nature is still heavily 

used in conservation discourse, some mainstream forms of environmental discourse have utilized 

intrinsic value framings. The 2005 Earth Charter states that it offers a commitment to “recognize 

that all beings are interdependent and every form of life has value regardless of its worth to human 

beings” (Earth Charter, 2005, p.2 cited in Stibbe, 2012, p.94), which was written only a year prior to 

the original State Wildlife Action Plans Report. In addition, there have been increasing efforts to more 

formally recognize Indigenous knowledge in addition to Western science paradigms within the NAMWC. 

Models exist that enable the coexistence of Indigenous and Western ways of knowing in the realm of 

conservation, exemplified by Etuaptmumk or Two-Eyed Seeing where Western science is seen through one 

eye while Indigenous knowledge systems are seen through the other, where the knowledge from both 

systems then transforms the holder who is obliged to act (Hessami et al., 2021). Protected area 

management, which began in the United States, was strongly influenced by the Wilderness movement, 

underpinned by values for “pristine” nature was paralleled by resource management practices focused on 

wise use and sustainable yield driven by economic concerns such as access to game, mining, and forest 

production (Raymond et al., 2022, p.253). Overtime, principles surrounding ecosystem management and 

the land ethic emerged, followed by an emerging emphasis on complexity, integrity, and 

interconnectedness of human and ecological systems across changing landscapes that continue to grow in 

popularity (ibid.).   

Although this paper focused on criticizing mainstream conservation discourse, it also acknowledges 

and appreciates the success that mainstream conservation methods and those that work within it have 

been able to achieve in some areas throughout the years. The main issue is that mainstream 

conservation approaches have not yet been able to achieve broad success and biodiversity continues 

to decline around the world. As Büsher and Fletcher describe, it has become clear that mainstream 

conservation is increasingly part of the problem rather than the solution, arguing that mainstream 

conservation continues to deepen its relations with capitalism, to a broader political economy that is 

ultimately unsustainable (Büsher & Fletcher, 2020, p.117). This research and analysis also 

acknowledges that anthropocentric framings of wildlife conservation can be used strategically to 

garner support, appeal to a wide range of audiences, or educate those unfamiliar with  environmental 

concepts. Environmental discourse can be framed in anthropocentric terms intentionally in order to 

explore more explicitly the economic, health, and social connections between ecosystems and people 

and has some benefits in terms of articulating the issues in terms that many who hold influence can 

understand such as finance ministers, company CEO’s, and planning executives (Stibbe, 2012, 

p.100). Even within the terminology of transformative conservation, criticized phrases such as 

“natural capital” and “ecosystem services” are used. This kind of language can help convey the 

unquantifiable value nature provides humans in the form of the life-supporting ecosystems that supply 

a hospitable climate, clean air and water, food, medicine, and innumerable other goods and services that 

humanity requires to live and thrive. Anthropocentric framings can be used decisively to illustrate the 
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dependency human societies and economies have on the biosphere. While recognizing the usefulness of 

these framings in certain contexts, this paper has aimed to show that one must be careful when using 

anthropocentric framings within wildlife conservation discourse as it risks devaluing the intrinsic 

worth of nature and animals, perpetuating beliefs of human superiority, encouraging the 

commodification of the environment, and leading to a further alienation from the natural world.   

Although certain framings of the environment may be used strategically  as acknowledged above, this 

research has argued that relying too heavily on anthropocentric values within conservation discourse 

can ultimately hurt the larger conservation movement. Jensen et al. contend that the modern 

environmental movement is now solving for the wrong variable, that instead of focusing on saving 

the world, it is now prioritizing saving civilization, writing, “The goal has been shifted, slowly and 

silently, and no one seems to have noticed. Environmentalists tell the world and their organizations 

that ‘it’s about us.’ But some of us refuse to forget the last spotted owls in the last scrap of forest” 

(Jensen et al., 2021, p.40). The authors highlight a critical issue within current environmental 

discourse, noting that the goal of the environmental movement has transitioned from centering the 

salvation of the planet to the salvation of human civilization. This is an important shift worthy of 

critical attention. Against the critique that anthropocentric paradigms like ecosystem services 

framings fail to acknowledge the intrinsic value of nature, some conservationists argue that 

utilitarian arguments are more useful, broadly appealing, and persuasive in policy, planning, and 

public forums (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.372). For example, Marvier & Wong (2012) argue that 

conservationists are losing the battle to protect nature because they are failing to connect with a 

large segment of the American public and therefore must utilize anthropocentric values to reach new 

audiences across the political, economic, and social spectra to garner more support (Marvier & 

Wong, 2012). Part of the process of allowing the emergence of dissent in conservation practice 

implies opening up the possibility of divergent understandings of what nature means for different 

actors while seeking collective action in conservation governance (Raymond et al., 2022, p.258). 

Possible alternative frameworks may emerge based on the plurality of conservation visions. A 

potential framework identifying and quantifying the human benefits of nonhuman nature could 

support, but not define, the mission of conservation (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, p.372). It is entirely 

appropriate to value the benefits humans derive from ecosystems, but these instrumental values 

should be situated within a moral framework that also recognizes the intrinsic value of nonhuman 

nature (ibid.). Instead of overwhelmingly prioritizing saving industrial civilization over saving life 

on the planet, conservationists can still appreciate nonhuman instrumental value as a useful 

argument, as long as they do not reduce its value solely to its utility (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, 

p.373). It is important to recognize the varying visions for and values of nature because a myriad of 

different views exist in the conservation sector (Raymond et al., 2022, p.255). Combining differing 

valuations of nature may draw inspiration from Leopold’s views that avoid compromising ecological 

and social integrity with trade-offs and instead view them as one in the same (Thomas, 2018, p.114). 

Awareness regarding the potential negative effects of anthropocentric framings within conservation 

discourse should be highlighted and made cognizant.  

7.2. Opportunities for Additional Research 

The ideologies identified through this research represent the paradigms upon which the modern day 

system of conservation exists. Paradigms constitute society’s deepest set of beliefs about how the 

world works. They are powerful leverage points because they comprise the shared ideas within a 

society, the unstated assumptions that drive all functions of a system. Paradigm shifts are achieved 

through the highlighting of the anomalies and failures in the old paradigms of a system, as this 

research has attempted to highlight. By continuously speaking and acting loudly and with assurance 

from a new paradigm, one can insert the new paradigm in places of public visibility and power 

(Meadows, 2008, p.164). This research only examined one influential program in the broad range of 
conservation initiatives in the U.S. Further research could complete CDA on additional conservation 

programs to evaluate whether the ideologies identified in this research are perpetuated or challenged. 
In addition, the highly visual nature of conservation discourse, which includes photographs, 

diagrams, and illustrations, provides a rich source of information that should also be investigated as 
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part of CDA. The apparent mismatch between ethos and policy implementation within the NAMWC 

also presents an opportunity for further exploration as the NAMWC makes references to Leopold but 

many of his ideas are not practically carried out in the SWAP program. The three alternate stories 

explored in this research only represent a handful of potentially infinite different stories to replace 

the dominant ideologies identified. Research in crafting new stories to underpin conservati on could 

be accomplished by collaborating with different actors such as conservationists, biologists, and the 

general public to co-create novel stories to guide conservation efforts. Much research has been done 

on integrating Indigenous knowledge with the NAMWC in Canada, but is lacking in the U.S. This 

presents an opportunity to explore how to effectively synthesize Indigenous and Western ways of 

knowing within U.S. conservation initiatives to reverse the trend of biodiversity loss. Various models for 

the coexistence of different knowledge forms are already being applied in Canada and offer a path to Plural 

Coexistence or “a model of cross-cultural relations that acknowledges and respects Indigenous ontologies, 

or ways of being, and at the same time is attentive to the historical and current dominance of Eurocentric 

thinking within natural resource management” and should be further investigated in the context of America 

(Hessami et al., 2021). 

8. Conclusion 

Stories are powerful; they influence how people see, understand, and relate to the world. However, a 

story is not a truth, it is simply a single way of conceptualizing the world. Transforming the way that 

people understand and connect to the world while offering new possibilities and alternatives can 

help affect social change. Analyzing and deconstructing the stories that are portrayed and accepted 

as truth is a positive step in dismantling hierarchical ways of thinking to discover opportunities for 

societal and personal transformation that can lead to a more just, equitable, and sustainable world. 

Through the use of ecologically sensitive CDA combined with social constructionist theory and a 

theory of power with Foucaultian influence, this research project analyzed the dominant ideologies 

perpetuated within American wildlife discourse and investigated opportunities for transformative 

conservation alternatives. This paper has argued that the discourse within the SWAP policy program 

maintains the hegemonic ideologies that perpetuate the anthropocentric view of nature which commodifies 

and subjugates the natural world.  The stories that have dominated mainstream state-led wildlife 

conservation in the U.S. – “Human Centrality,” “Animals as Resources,” and “The Supremacy of the 

Economic” – has hindered effective conservation efforts by maintaining the social and economic 

status quo, sustaining the human-nature divide, and privileging anthropocentric thought. An 

anthropocentric worldview continues the dangerous illusion that humans are rulers over nature rather 

than an intrinsic part of it. It is not that anthropocentric framings can never be utilized strategically 

in conservation discourse, but that they should be used thoughtfully and with awareness of the 

potentially harmful implications they may have. The hegemonic ideologies constructed and 

perpetuated within the State and Tribal Wildlife Grants and Best Practices for State Wildlife Action 

Plans reflect the longstanding beliefs that our societies have been built upon. With all issues presented as 

solvable through human ingenuity, the environment is constructed as an object that can be controlled 

and managed by humans. This framing glosses over the multifarious social-ecological interactions 

present within environmental issues. Solutions that fundamentally question the capita listic status quo 

are silenced. Technological, managerial, and policy knowledge are prioritized at the expense of 

meaningful, substantive connections with the natural world. Transformation will come by 

challenging the stories which underpin our civilization: the myth of progress, the myth of human 

centrality, and the myth of our separation from nature (Stibbe, 2012, p.5).  

The practice of questioning accepted truths reveals them not as fixed, truthful entities but as simple 

creations in the maintenance of power relations. By identifying these dominant paradigms and 

shedding light on how they can be harmful, alternatives based in transformative conservation that 

may revolutionize the American wildlife conservation model can emerge. The conflicting ideals 
between the NAMWC and SWAP documentation also embody an ongoing tension within the U.S. 

conservation sector from its inception. The alternative stories created attempt to diffuse this tension, 
serving as an eclectic synthesis of historical conservation leaders from America’s past whose beliefs 

and ideas are still extremely relevant and useful in building a truly more sustainable relationship 
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between nature and humans. This research sought to highlight these historical ideas that may be 

dismissed in mainstream conservation discourse in favor of anthropocentric framings. The paper 

introduced three new stories grounded in the recommendations of transformative conservation to 

replace the prominent storylines constructed in the discourse of the SWAP policy program – 

“Honoring the Intrinsic Value of Nature,” “Humans and Nature Rejoined,” and “Decentering the 

Economic.” By incorporating varying values and theories, these stories aim to enhance conservation 

efforts by providing different views on humans and nature in an attempt to bridge this divide and 

highlight the intrinsic value of all life on Earth. Incorporating Indigenous modes of knowledge and 

views from outside the West may help decolonize the NAMWC and enhance its relevancy and applicability 

to social concerns. This would address the criticism that the model’s prescriptive elements contribute to 

environmental injustice and help integrate the interests and views of Native Americans and First Nations 

that have historically been ignored. In the lens of social constructionism, analyzing representations of 

the world labeled as “truths,” disentangling them, and reorienting them in ways that lead to more 

humane and sustainable ways of living and being are important in bringing about transformative 

change. Through this research, it is realized that representation always involves erasure of some kind 

and, ultimately, we must break free from the artificial worlds we have created and experience 

animals for who they are in their entirety (Stibbe, 2012, p.194). By questioning and analyzing the 

stories society is built upon, new stories that value connection and sustainability can emerge to 

revolutionize conservation efforts. To Leopold, conservation was “harmony between men and land” 

(Warren, 2016, p.309). Wildlife conservation discourse in America must create novel stories that 

honor the intrinsically linked relationship between humans and nature  and realize a holistic, 

harmonious vision of conservation to enhance the preservation of biodiversity.  
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